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Students face new cheating punishments
By Julie Rogers
Daiiy man writer
Students

caught

cheating by
their instructors next semester could
face a number of punishments because of a policy recommended by
the Academic Senate.
At Monday’s meeting the Senate approved a cheating policy that
suggests to the instructor a variety of
punishments ranging from failure in
the course. to suspension. to expulsion and probation
The policy is the first official
guideline
handle

a

SJSr

has

developed to
who is caught

student

cheating.
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\Id .eiman said Monday that
the appimed policy adequately tells
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Jolly Green ( iiant" helicopter.
1.11 of the parade said
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that approv al for the fly -by had to
11Ille from the Pentagon. in Vv’ash.he

San

Jose were closed Wednesda% as hundreds of soldiers. tanks. armored
personnel carriers and a nev. Bradley
fighting vehicle rumbled through
Santa Clara and Market streets.
But instead of firing shots in
anger. they. werv helping the city to
celebrate Veterans Day.
Along with the military hardware. bands from the Army and Air
Force were joined by high school
bands from throughout Santa Cm/
and Santa Clara Clara counties.
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Academic Senator

The Senate appi iiv et’ the proposal without re% ’sing the appeals pro
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Veterans Day
celebrated with
military parade
Ily Russ Baggerly
Daily staff writer

’It’s unfair that a
student has to wait
until the end of the
semester to appeal
the charges.’

Charlotte Banta
Daily staff writer
A IDS % ictim and activist Leondenounced
Mathis igh
AIDS
ard
pokes printed in the November issue
of the Spartan Review :it a lecture
Wednesday in the Student I ’,non.
is
a
Review
Spartan
The

ington.1).t.’.
Parade dignitaries included the
commanders of the Califiimia National Cniard. state Sen. Alfred E.
Akin’s’. I II Ryden and James Beall
of San .l’ises City Council. Russ

inagatine which does not
nom am SIM.’ group.

morithl%

reccise funds

C’oughlin of Channel 7 News. and
many eterans of America’s wars.
A number of female veterans
were also present. They included

NIallo.ich’s molest spurred debate and shoutme trom some member. ot the crowd of approximately

San Jose police estimated that

some stir% iv mg nurses from World

the crowd numbered over 55.000.
Most of the spectators waited patiently. until the parade got under-

War 1. those who %%ere present on
Corregidor during World War 11.
and contingents from many of Cali-

way. a half-an -hour past schedule.

fornia’s veterans organuations.
Various members of the American Legion. N’eterans of Foreign

2"). Irate students argued %kith each
other and with MalloSich about homosexuals and their lifestyle. while
he spoke of go% and lesbians "coming out of the closet." and making
themselves known.

Wars and Disabled American Veterans groups participated.
PARADE. page N

..(i.1.11111(1 leShiall% are not living right... physical education major
Angela Rodriguei responded.

There were as many veterans in
unifomi. or parts of uniforms, as
their were other spectators.
Beginning the event vgas a flyhy of a (’-1.10 1"Ilerctiles"i trans-

’Foreserything that happens in
life. there is a reason. and AIDS is it
for gays.
she said. who identified
herself itS a Born-again (Iiristian.

Festivities bring people, but
not bucks to downtown S.J.
Ilty Karen NI. Deren/i
Daily staff writer
While the bands played and the
units marched, many businessmen
along Santa
businesswomen
Clara Street had nothing better to do

it come by here.’
Curtis

went out and watched the
Veterans Day Parade Wednesday.
The closure of Santa Clara
Street between Seventh and Market

streets tor the parade route left many
businesses anticipating a
downtow
loss for the da%
Many stores closed for the day.
hut for those v.110 stuck it out. it was
definitely’ not hwith..... as lislial
"We had one peison
and she worked at the college... said
Mimic Latos of Del aixe Cleaners
Lams and her fellow employees
stood in front of the store and
watched the parade.
"It \sm. el \ el1111\

Collins

of

the

fighters het.’ZIUSe their noses were too
big. :and they might have received
smoke inhalation. he said.

Thrift

Store also had a great % los of the parade through the large glass v. indows
Unfortuat the front of the store
nately lin him. he had nothing else
to do.
Collins described the store’s
day
business
thumbs down.

with

one

the

motion:

hody .
The parade shouldn’t have a
long-term effect on the Thrift Store.
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merican sers icemen and n lllll en. San Jose Police
estimate that about 511,01111 people attended.
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"While the media often manipulate their sources. they often are
used by others seeking publicity as
well... said the Pulit/er Priie Wring!

’Television too often
gives you the
familiar, what’s
unthreatening.’

"For example, a lot of people
think the Moral Majority has gotten
far too much exposure. but the reason was that Jerry Falwell vvas always available as a source.’
Rosenberg said that there are
countless examples of public figures
exploiting media coverage to further
their own causes. One major example is the White House "photo opportunities that do not allow any
questions.

only

a

chance

for the

president to appear presidential.
exploit
can
even
Terrorists
media exposure to get their points
acniss because "the media can’t ignore those stones. so the terrorists
always win.’ Rosenberg said.
"The networks set

%%etc
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Night 11 in the
rium at 8 p.m.
Unlike the humor of Bill Cosby
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Howard Rosenberg,
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L.A. Times writer

in the Student Union’s Lonia Prieta
Room.
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dent in 1977 by giVing Ike TV -time
to a disturbed real estate agent. Why
did they give him time? Because he
had a shotgun v. ired to his hostage...

Rubin said
thought ot
humor to
"I don’t Want
hase a point I want people to laugh

he said.
He also pointed to the Donna
Rice interview with Barbara Walters
as a classic example ot media manip-
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problems toi an Inuit "
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MIL’, palliating

"Why was Barbara Walters so
easy on Donna Rice! It was a very
soft interview. Well. because the
agent for Rii:C was also the agent tor
Fawn Hall. and Barbara Walters
wanted Fawn Hall on the air
Television programs and news
hase traditionally been little more
ROSENBERG. /noir 7
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"God said a man will cling to a
v.onian and the two will hecome
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Deity stall photographer

Comedian Rob Rubin loves to make people laugh about life
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sexuality a sin
He told ovlookers
that he spoke with ksus the previous
night. and Jesus told him. "1 lose
you. and 1 Iiiv e 1.011r homosetUal

Local talent to perform
in SJSU’s comedy show
Daily Stan writer

:ire manipulated as
often as they manipulate others.
Howard Rosenberg, Los Angeles
Times TV critic. told a group ot
about
night.
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Catise he has acquired immune deficiency syndrome.
"60t1 has never said homosexuality is wrong, Matlovicl ’aid. responding to students Calling homo-

the tparkingi meters
gone in front. it killed our business." Collins said
"We had no-

TV critic says media
used by fame seekers
By Dave [Anson
Daily staff writer
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Editor’s Note
The Spartan Daily staff
will have a two-day break in
production and will not
publish issues on Friday,
Nov. 13 or Monday, Nov.
16 because classes are not
held on Student Advisement
Day.
Look [or us next week
when we will resume
publication on Tuesday and
will continue on a daily
basis until we break again
for Thanksgiving.

Deborah G.

Guadaa,

Spartan Daily MIMI
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Forum Policy
second floor of Dwight Bente, Hall, or to the
The Spartan Daily yyould like to hear
from you
Student Union information desk.
our readers. Your ideas. comments. criticisms and suggestions are enEditorials are the opinion of a majority
couraged.
of the Spanan Daily. Editorial Board. They
Letters to the editor can he on any topic. run without
a byline. and appear in the upper
However, personal attacks and letters in poor left corner v. here this
policy. is today.
taste will not be published. All letters may he
Columns and opinion pieces are the
edited for length or libel. and the Daily review of the pictured writer. Three editors
serves the right to limit the number of letters
David Barry.. Jeff Goularte and Paige Boron any given topic after a sufficient amount
gel-Bieber
- write a weekly column. The
of comment has appeared.
Letters must bear the % riter’s name, rest of the editors and reporters write opinion
pieces on a rotating basis.

major. phone number and clas.s level.Phone numbers and anonymous letters
will not be printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the

A
lt)U KNOW ME... . I put 2. -7-RIL.uoN
Ct4 Ti-115 alszo IN 7 ethiZ’S

Give your kids
a Head Start

Campus Perspectives are published by members of the University community and provide a different outlook on campus issues.

Letters to the Editor

Daily columns on Spartan City closure elicit responses
FAlitor.
If ignorance were bliss. the Spartan Daily svould he
classified a blister. I am referring to two opinion pieces
printed in the Noy . 10 issue. These articles were v, roten
by two obviously young and aspiring *journalists" who
have never bothered to research the topic prior to engaging their pens.
To begin. the opinion piece written by Julie Rogers.
"Come out of the dark. residents." should have been
submitted to Gnmm for their fairytale selection Imagine
the time and energy this
- Scoop Jackson’. wasted try ing to prance between fantasy and her own reality . never
finding either. It was a magnanimous gesture on the part
of the Daily to allow her the enjoyment ot an ink stained
catharsis in the summation of her "fairytale... Unfortunately. those closing lines seem to portray the author’s
own innermost feeling% and prejudices.
We forgive you Julie. and you can come out of the
twIshed whenever you’re ready WeIl help you understand "those kinds of people." but you will need to listen to their side of the Spartan City closure issue. a small
but forgotten detail in your fairytale.
The next story had me reaching for my tattered dictionary until I realized it was only the " Nssistant City
FAlitor" writing the article. I hope it takes tour y ears to
become City Editor and Faught is J first semester Ireshman. or the Spartan Daily. will fail in its attempts at becoming a fourth -rate rag.
"Pack up and shut up" would have heen a disaster
for most "writers." from the beginning paragraph sentence fragment, or whatever you choose to call it,
through and including the close. Faught made her position clear. I truly believe %he has what it takes to become
city editor one day. It Vo as obvious that her best, and only.
source of information. was the -hag lady" dov.n at St.
James Park.
Never fear Faught. you will rank highest among the
"Koo Koos’ in Tower Hall. Your article was very well
actepted there: I would say "A" work. If you believe
what you wrote. and I will presume that you do. you
have not bothered to investigate the issue fairly and from
both sides
Therefore. I will make a friendly. suggestion: take
half of your own inappropnate advice and put it to
yes. shut up until you are willing to
use -- shut up
investigate both sides equally It is obvious you haven’t
the foggiest notion of reality regarding the Spartan City
closure issue
Finally . 1 challenge the editor and all the other
hopeiulls at the Spartan Daily to evaluate this issue from
both sides with care and make a report. Do not he quick
and foolish like your own assistant city editor in her column. If you truly want to expose all the facts. you must
listen carefully to both sides of the issue
Ron Nash
Spartan City Resident
Senior
Business Marketing

for this ev iction? I’m not satisfied with Faught’s ’’Come
on!’ in response to that question.
Come on. SJSC’s tournalisni departnient. let’s see
some Hig Leauge inv estigative journalism: not high
school caliber whitewashes’
Mars in 1.uttrell
Graduate Student
Library Science

DOLLARS

about it: the residents of Spartan City have fought to get
there. and they will fight to stay.
Julie Rogers merits little comment for her rambling
piece of slop. except that her whole argument against the
residents is that they are an inconvenience to her conscience. and that she would rather not deal with it. Why
the Spartan Daily gives her a vehicle through which to
display such laziness is beyond me. Someday she will do
this professionally, oh well. "These people don’t
change. they just move on.
As for President Fullerton. I might empathize with
her concern for safety if I saw anything other than token
gestures and conscience balm. But it is evident that. like
Rogers, she would rathcr not dcal with it. And that, too.
is laziness.
Family housing is a good thing and until the university decided to eliminate it, it was an example of all that
was gotid about the CSU system: that the state colleges
could offer an affordable. high -quality education to those
who would not normally have access.
Now. the elimination of this idea stands as a blight.

Editor.
Spartan City is more than just an eyesore. It’s my.
home.
Did you know that within the apartments at Spartan
City are some pretty nice places? You can find comfortable furniture. shels es tilled with books and walls CM ered v, oh family pictures. There are bedrooms sporting
flutty ,..iniforters with matching ruffled curtains. or toys
stacked in colored racks Some floors have fine imported
rugs w hile others hase shiny waxed wood. Many are
neat; others are not
Did you know children are a blessing. and that raisMartin Brandt
ing them is a lesson in itself? Did you know some parent%
Senior
trade "
to he room-niothers or to tend to a sick
English
child.’ All this happens at Spartan City.
1St, IMO% that SJSU did not maintain these
Did
apartments They were never painted. or tleaned or provided with new turnishings. They have neser installed Editor.
I have been on the verge of wnting my first ever letcarpet. neser insulated pipes or vented stoves. either.
ter to the editor for a few weeks. but Janet Flaily’s letter
They haven’t esen pros ided screens to all the residents.
finally did the trick. Don’t get me wrong, I don’t mean to
Filially. are you also :0J,. are that Spartan City tenants
argue with her or anyone else. I just want to present an
used to have five-year leases then they had them coerced
point of view.
away ? Are you aware that their parking lot went to the alternative
Where is it written that the university is obligated to
V I.P ’s for home football games: that they have had
their rent decreased. then incresried and decreased again? provide subsidized housing to students with kids. marNo, Gail. I haven’t made my plans to move out yet. ried or otherwise? Consider this: We all have done things
I can’t: I’m study ing for finals. Flut Gail. I am resource- in our lives which we should not have done. or maybe
ful. and yes. I care about my children. In fact. I planned should have waited to do at a later time when we would
be better able to manage.
for rny sons I also planned for my SJSU education.
I’ve been %cry flexible. I’s e persevered as a student
Regardless. in our free society, that is our choice.
and as a parent Spartan City is unsafe’? It doesn’t meet but it is also our responsibility to deal with the consecodes ’ Whose planning was that ’
quences.
I.inda Reynolds
In some countries, in Russia for instance. the state
nclassified Graduate Student
pnwides everyone with a job and a place to live. But the
trade-off is a much more limited menu of life choices
from which an individual can select. Here, on the other
hand. we have an infinite variety of life choices. Rut the
Editor.
In spite 1,1 III!. limited time. I must respond to Tues- trade-off is that we must (or should, anyway) take perday ’s iip1111,in eCe by. Julie Rogers and Judith Faught. sonal responsibility for our lives. Think about it. you
Both miss thi: real issue. and their depreciation of the can’t have it both ways.
Spartan City residents reflects poorly on the two of them.
Right about now, you may think that I am an AmerWhile portraying Spartan City families as freeloadcia-love-it-or-leave-it Reaganite, but nothing could be
ers and w hiny children. they seem to miss the fact that
farther from the truth. Well then, you might say. Sal is
the unisersity committed to keeping Spartan City open
just insensitive to the plight of struggling parents or stuuntil nett May A deal is a deal. in my. mind. To put this
or both. Wrong again! My mother raised six kids
I 11
Ire generally meaningful terms. imagine if the uni- dents
and I know how hard she worked to make ends meet.
ervity decided to close all the dorms and offered the stuNotice, I said worked as in many 16 to 18 hour days.
dents 51.000 to 1110e . Imagine the outcry. How is the
I also know the life of the starving student. While workdifferent?
situation
any
City
Spartan
ing my way through school, I have had countless meals
FAlitor.
Fears of potential legal liability apparently caused
yum, yum!
I picked up a beer soaked copy. of the Spartan Daily this breach of a moral. if not legal. contract. Why not of rice and tuna
and read the opinion pieces by Julie Rogers and Judith make the necessary repairs to at least alleviate the risk?
Ponder this, 6x): in the event of a fire or an earthFought which roasted Spartan City housing residents for This is overly simplistic. to be sure. but I see a new En- quake that caused great damage to Spartan City, it is
demonstarting their indignance at being ev icted.
gineering building and a new Recreation Center under very probable that many of those parents and children Admittedly. the university has some reason to feel construction. Have we lost sight of our objective, that of would be injured or killed. It is also very prnbable. in our
concerned about the health and safety of it% housing resi- education. in favor of self-aggrandizement?
litigious society. that some of the survivors would file
dents Why these wnters were also so rabidly against the
No ime would live in Spartan City, given a reasona- lawsuits against the university. So we are faced with the
claims of the residents. in so far as the more you butter ble choice. After May. certainly no one will.
choice of paying millions to construct safe family housthe administration and faculty . bread. the better. is also
1ntil you have walked in the moccasins of a Spar- ing. or possibly let people be injured or killed anti then
understandable However. it makes for lousy tournalism! tan City resident. though. be slow to cnticize and quick pay millions in damages to the survivors.
One question not answered by Faught is why . it the to understand.
residents are paying rent of any amount. the university.
A third. and most practical, choice is to level the
McKenzie Walker
has allowed the ’40% housing complex to degenerate into
students felt really.
Senior buildings period. Then, if SJSU
the unsafe structures Roger% and Faught would have us
Accounting really sorry for the residents, we could levy another tax
believe they are?
on ourselves to pay for new family housing. Otherwise
Unless the buildings were totally uninhabitable
the money would come from the funds used to educate
from the beginning rand fires and earthquakes were Editor.
us, the 27.000 other students at SJSU. I’ll chip in the
I
in
the
’40%.
too.
folks!)
to
really do not see any evidence that Judith Faught is price of one dinner (a tin of tuna and a cup of rice), how
you have
conaround back
the
the
present
condition
of
these
homes
is
the
dithat
qualified
judge
of
reality
clude
that she pretend% to be in about the rest of you?
rect result of neglect by President Fullerton and the long her criticism of the Spartan City residents.
First. yhe should be told that the university will proline that preceeded her in leading SJSU.
I consider myself very fortunate to have been born
It’s a nice touch on the part of the administration to vide low -rent. affordable housing that will enable her to
in California, where getting a college education is
offer S1.000 to each family to relocate. Rut why not in- finish her education and take care of her children on the cheaper than anywhere else I know of. And I think the
vest that grand -per -unit into that great California tradi- low income common to young families. Sensing a way
residents of Spartan City should consider themselves
out of working at the Macy’s makeup counter for the rest
real estate!
titm
even luckier to have also had subsidized housing for as
Why not upgrade the facilities we have in hand? of her life. let her then wait up to two years on a waiting
long as they have.
Why not get the residents themselves. in the great coop- list. and once accepted, she should then endure broken
erative spirit that used to exist in the American West. to promise after broken promise form a university that has
ioin together and upgrade Spartan homes. with. I hope, decided to eliminate her Iron) the program.
Salvador Avelar
Then perhaps she will be properly equipped to as.
an assist from the university.’ Is SJSU slum lord lust
Senior
trying to cover its tracks? Or is there an ulterior motive sess the "real ...mid ’ Hut until then. make no mistake
Industrial Technology

It is neser too early to teach children how to
read. write or add. and %kith programs like Head
Start, children haw a greater chance of succeeding
while they- are in school.
Imagine this parents: Your child could enter
kindergarten already know ing their AFIC’s and one.
two. threes because they ’se been taught these basic
skills before ans of their classmates.
According to a 1985 issue of "Children
Today.’ the Head Start program produces substantial gains in children’s cognitise and language development. school readiness and achievement.
But these are just a few of the advantages of
being a Head Start person.

Lorraine
Grant

Head Start children are far less likely to be held
back a grade or assigned to a special education class
than similar children who did not attend Head Start
anti Head Start children have been found to be more
sociable and assert is e than comparable youngsters.
Children who attend pre-school or some other
type of pre -learning institution seem to be more
well-rounded individuals because they have been
exposed to other children in a learning environment
and are used to communicating.
Perhaps one of the best things children can
learn from being in a Head Start program is independence.
It takes a strong child to be able to get used to
being away from his or her mother for a few hours a
day when he or she is used to being with her all the
time.
The Head Start program will teach children
early responsibility and independence while they are
attending school and learning about basic skills and
themselves.
These young children are not only learning how
to read. write and add. but they are learning about
themselves as v.-ell.
The Head Start program allows children to beconie aware Of %. hat they like and don’t like in terms
of school subjects. and this awarness gives the parents a chance to see the early signs. too. so they can
help their child.
I know some parents may feel a little skeptical
about having their children in a Head Start program
because they may feel their child isn’t smart enough
to attend.
The Head Start program is not based on a
child’s intelligence for them to get into the program.
Vs’hether you feel your child is smart or not. the
Head Start program is as:id:411e to any child who is
willing to learn.
Children can’t help but benefit from the program because it is so helpful.
Rut children aren’t the only ones who can benefit from the Head Start program. Parents can benefit
as well.
One of Head Stan’s most original and successful features is parent involsement.
For everv, five children enrolled in the Head
Start program. there are tour parents who are providing a volunteer service
This is good hecausc it shows that some parents
are not only interested and concerned about their
children getting a head start in learning school subjects. hut it shows they care enough to he there with
them.
Imagine how good it would make you feel as a
parent if your child is already writing their name at
age four or know% how to read a short. simple sentence.
The more your child enjoys learning and the
earlier he or she begins. the more likely they will be
successful in their future years in school.
"Children Today" magazine has shown Head
Start children obtain markedly higher levels of
health care than children not in the program. have
fewer absences from school and perform better on
physical tests.
One 3 -year-old girl had nothing but smiles
from her parents when they watched her grab a book
from the shelf and begin to read it aloud.
This could happen to your child. too. All it
takes is a little research from parents to find out
where the nearest Head Stan program is and the eagerness and determination from their child.
Your child may not get straight "A’s"
school in the years to come. but if he or she attends
Head Stan, their study habits are sure to be gtxxi and
their grade% should show it.

General News
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Letters to the Editor
How to solve anonymity
Editor.
I’ve got a great suggestion for
all you New Year’s day football
Bowl game fans. What if we take the
$12,(XX1 the SJSU Ski Club originally wanted and cancel their trip so
that we can set up the money as a
protocol type fund.
That way SJSU’s athletic director and President Fullerton could
wine, dine and provide entertainment for the Orange Bowl Committee so that we can score some
"brownie points" with them and be
selected to participate in the Orange
Bowl game.
Perhaps then we would get a
chance to break a "real" wishbone
Oklahoma’s. No matter
how much Coach Claude Gilbert
praised UOP, they weren’t exactly
filled to the rim with nationally recruited players.
In addition, Pat Phillips was the
only person I voted for in the spring
A.S. elections because I thought everyone else were jerks. I was right.
Pat voted against the ski trip.
What a gutsy move to go against the
majority and not buckle under peer
pressure. Even though the majority
won, Pat’s actions have not gone unnoticed.
Keep up the good v,ork!
Alan M. Yen
Senior
Mechanical Engineering

. .
Suggest, don’t criticize
Editor
This letter is in response to
Kent Olson’s letter to the editor on
Nov. 9.
hit). depend on dealing with
the Financial Aid Office and its employees. but I think an "F" is much
too harsh! If students would take
simple steps to follow all directions
given when dealing with the F.A.O.,
as with any office. hassles and frustrations could be minimized.
Yes, there are some employees
in that office that seetn rude. but
overall I have found them to be harried at times. but fine. If you feel the
need to criticize. why don’t you do

For the Record
Bei VIM’ incorrect .lacts
were given to a reporter the article "Ticket office taking orders for Crd Howl" had inaccitrate Information. Tickets for
the Dec. 12 California Bowl
can currently be ordered only
by season ticket holders and
Spartan Foundation members.
Tickets will not go on sale to
the general public until Nov.
30.

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State
University Community
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so productively by offering
suggestions for improvement?

E. Bet. h
Senior
liberal Studies

Daily’s actions defended
FAlitor,
Since the Daily staff prohibits
itself from publicly responding to
any letter to the editor, I’d like to address the letter printed on Tuesday
by Susan Edwards and Leslie Bryant.
’These women refer to David
flarry’s column of Nov. 6 as "irresponsible journalism’. It would
benefit FAlwards and Bryant to realize that Barry’s piece was a column,
not a news story. A column is used
in newspapers for opinions. and so
the only thing that can be labeled
"irresponsible" are Barry’s views.
Barry was not demeaning the
benefactors of philanthropies but
how the money was raised. Apparently he sees Teeter-Totter-a-thons
as childish. but how can that be if it
raises $7.000 for its benefactor!
Edwards and Bryant go on to
try to give merit to the Greek system
by stating that niajor public servants
in Washington, D.C. are Greeks.
Yeah, a real concrete proof there, ladies. I’m sure everyone agrees that
things ace just rosy in Washington.
not to mention SJSU.
And while it is dead wrong to
stereotype anything, it happens. and
it will be difficult to ever stop, especially with individuals likc Pete
Krug representing the Greek system
as a "proud Sigma Nu." He doesn’t
have the decency to refer to Andy
Bird as a person; claims the Daily
has printed both slanderous and libelous remarks, yet has no proof to
back these up. then he libels (not
slanders) Barry; makes light of premenstrual syndrome, and then caps
it all off by trying to he funny yet
ending up doing nothing but advancing the stereotype.
Krug, sonie advice: be able to
back up. or just plain know. what
you’re talking about before you pop
off. I don’t want you handling my
international business.
Lastly. Edwards and Bryant ask
why the "Daily has allowed the
mudslinging to go on?" It’s only because we students keep slinging the
mud. Yes. the Daily "reserves the
right to limit the number of letters on
a given topic," but if the public
wants to cry out about something. it
is the civic duty of the Daily to give
it a forum to cry from.
I write not to belittle the Greek
system. For me to denounce others
simply by their affiliation with a certain organization strikes me as
highly unfair and uncalled for. Two
years ago, I parodied the Greek system in a series of comic strips for
this paper. The IFC publically protested. Never did I personally attack
any specific fraternity or sorority. I
can be called guilty for advancing
the Greek stereotype. but not for creating it.
For one person to dislike another solely based on the organization he affiliates himself with sounds
similar to the philosophies of Hitler’s Germany. Don’t we aspire to be
better than that?
Jim Bricker
Senior
Creative Arts

Nallonsl Accost* F.xecraivos
Carte& Arlon. Cindy Johnwm
ligonal Section, Finwetives
Rornola HrocItermdgo Wend& Titus, Jan. Van
ch.,
Acton* Roes-Wien
Slew Ayaho Paul Campagna I awrege
Folrhankt Rny Green ’mum ilmhuln Ca
donne I tonna Jacquelone JonlOns Kew., John
son. Mall Johnson Kathy I or hr. ( worgr V‘unu
KollySeraa. Tom Stuart Man lows

Let’s be realistic
Editor,
Spare us the over idyllic rock
analysis and half-submerged anti corporate sentiments, Richard Motroni.
First of all, the artists you mentioned, whether they’ve done advertisenients. or not. are so commerical
musically that the ads are nierely
change of venue for their watered
down talents. Sure, doing ads is selling out, but it would distrub me
more to see Einstuerzende Neubauten on the tube.
Secondly, youth listen to nick
for two main reasons: they like it. or
they are being trendy, or both. For
niost, true rebellion would be to denounce the corporate formula rock
enjoyed by their peers.
Lastly, and I’m limiting my
criticisms to three, anyone who still
considers The Who to be "the one
band that pushed the limits of rock
music farther than anyone imaginable," suffers from an outdated and
uninfornied imagination. and is presumably unfamiliar with Big Black,
Diamanda Galas. Autumn Cathedral. and thousands of other less
well-known and similarly underappreciated groups.
So let’s call mainstream sensibilities what they are. and abandon
the rebellious bunk.
Hans Driesen
Senior
Journalism
Assistant Music Director, KSJS

White’s discriminate
Editor
In response to the Nov.6 letter
to the editor. "Don’t base admission
I would like to say
on nationality
this is racism.
Who believes that special progranis. or as some people are naive
to assume "special concessions."
cause reverse discrimination is not
only a racist but a damn WI!
How can whites be discriminated against Mien they run every thing in this country and are the
cause of racism in the first place’?
The president of the U.S. is white.
and always has been. and the major
corporations in this country are run
by whites.
I suggest that Chris Clausen and
John Caldwell support minority programs and end this racist. pathetic
notion of reverse discrimination.
lkrek Stone
Senior
.
Chemistry.

The author of "To Destroy You
is No Loss. The Odyssey of a Cambodian Family." will speak at
a.m. today in Dudley Moorhead Hall
Room 226B. Call James M. Freeman at 277-34(14 for information.

Airport Executives AAAH is holding a general meeting at 5 p.m today
in the Student Union Montalvo
Room. Call Kenneth Glaze at 2778097 for information.

Associated Students Leisure
Services vv ill have sign ups today for
the Turkey Trot from
a.m. to 5
p.m. in the leisure services office.
Call Andrew Lemont at 924-5962
for information.

African
Awareness
Month
Planning Committee is holding a
planning session for February 1488
tonight at h:30 p.m. in the AfroAmerican
Studies
Conference
Room. Call Nehanda Imana at 9242575 for information.

Sign ups will be held Mini 8
a.m. to noon and I p.m. to 5 p.m.
totlay for Nov. 17 and 19 CPR
classes. Call Oscar Battle at 9246117 or 924-612(1 for information.
The Re -Entry Club is having a
support group meeting today at
12:30 p.m. in the Student Union Pacheco Room. Call Lee Sham> at 371)2344 for inforniation.
Career Planning and Placement
will hold a co-op orientation at 1:30
p.m. today in the Student Union
Umunhurn Room. Call Cheryl Al I men for 227-2272 for information.
The Career Planning and Placement Center will have a presentation
on "How to Prepare Marketable Letters and Resumes" at 2 p.m. today
in the Student Union Loma Prieta
Room Contact Cheryl Allmen at
?77-2272 for information.

Catholic Newman Community
presents " ’Am I My Brothers’ Sisters Keeper?’i Christians and Social
Responsibility at 7:30 p.m. totlay
in the chapel located at Tenth and
San Carlos streets. Call Sister Judy
Ryan at 298-0204 for information.
SJSU Kends> Club vvill hold a
Japanese Sword Fighting match at 7
p.m. tonight in Spartan Complex
209. Call Alyne
371-6134 for information.
The Social Dance Club is having a dance practice at 7 p.m tonight
in the Student Union Unitinhum
Room. Call Mimi Marquess at 2799680 for information.
Spartan Oriocci having a general meeting at 7:30 p ni tonight in

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance
is holding a meeting on "Drug and
Alcohol Abuse in the Gay, Lesbian
C lllll munity" at 4:30 p.m. today in
the Student Union Loma Pilo,’
Rtsmi. Call James or Kathleen at
263-2312 for infiumation.
SJSU Sierra Club is holding
lecture on food additives called
"What’s in our Food?" Dr Sullivan. professor of nutrition v, ill speak
at 4:30 p.m. today in the Student
Union Pacheco Room. Call Alan
Kirk at 27Y I 804 for information.

The Pre -Law Association will
hold a Moot C’ourt Competitions at
7:30 p.m. tonight in the Municipal
Courthouse at 1(195 Homestead
Road. Call Scott Higgs at 274-8672
tor information.
The math and computer science
department will hold a special threeday conference on "350 Years After
Descartes -Post Alodern Vistas in
Matheinatics’ ioday ihrough Saturday. Call Tatiana Ikretsky at 9245146 or Rudy Rucker at 924-5147
for information
Lutheran Campus Ministry will
have a worship service at 10:45 a.m.
Sunday at the chapel on .300 S. Illth
St. Contact Norb Firnhaber at 298(12(14 for information.
Catholic. Newman Center will
hold mass Sunday, Nov . 15 starting
at 6:30 p.m. at the Chapel at 300 S.
10th Street. Call Bob Leger at 2980204 tbr information.
Pan African Student Union will
have a Kwartie Ture lecture on "Pan
Africanism" Monday at I p.m. in
the Student Union amphitheater.
Call Hehanda linan at 924-2575 fin
information.

For A Change Of Pace
Come Party With Harry,
Sushi Chef At Komatsu.

Christian Science Organization
%ill hold a testimony meeting today
at 3:30 p.m. in the Student Union
Pacheco Room. Call Tiffany Coopei.
at 245-2389 for information.
The physics department will
hold a seniinar today at 4 p.m. in the
Science Building Room 258. Call
Dr. Carel Boekenia at 924-5260 tin
information.

the Student Union Almaden Room.

* Sushi Bar
*
*
*
*

Tatami Rooms
Sapporo
Sake
Asahi

W11-\

311

Japanese Cuisine
300 Orchard City Drive (VVater Tower Plaza) Campbell
Lunch Tues.-Fri. 11:30-2:00 Dinner Tues.-Sun. 5:00-10:00
Closed Mondays
379-3000

50e Margarita With Any Entree.
Just mention this ad
at your next visit to

The American Association of

Casa Verde Restaurante
Casa Verde features a full menu
of home -cooked mexican food
in a relaxing quiet atmosphere.

t5k.ad and fkoses
501v...bop
LARGEST SELECTION IN BAY AREA
OF BOOKS AND MAGAZINES
ON MARXISM & SOCIALISM
--ALSO GENERAL BOOKS
NEW & USED BOUGHT & SOLD
(See Classified Ad)
ANY PURCHASE 10% OFF WITH THIS AD
THRU NOVEMBER. 1987

Pos:p
Aft.

Casa Verde’s happy hour is Mon. Fn., 3:00pm to 7:00pm featuring
1/2 price margaritas and free
hors d’ oeuvres.

Casa Verde Restaurante
Sarl

#

1336 Saratoga A.
San Jos*, 95129
244-1700

N
Capotol

Err>

24214 Morn Squar
San Joao, 95121
k

274-11030

294-2930
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BOB RUBIN

the purchase of any sandwich

OUR WIDE SELECTION OF
SANDWICHES INCLUDE
’CLUB
’TURKEY
’CHICKEN SALAD

67

e

’TUNAROAST BEEF
"AND 10 MORE

GEM

COMEDY
NIGHT II

t0;:c.

MILT ABEL
GREG PROOPS
PADDY MORRISSEY
Friday, November 13
8:00 PM
Morris Dailey Auditorium
Tickets available at A S. Business Office and BASS
Students $6 -advance $8 -door
General $7 -advance $8 -door
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Visit your nearby Zenith Data Systems
Campus Contact today7
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SJSU won’t take 49ers lightly
Brent Ainsworth
Daily stall writer
Now that the Spartan football
team has iced a bowl berth and a
league championship. it can down- pec.mg a lethargic outing this week
shift. back off from warp speed arid from his players. but he is weary of
coast through its last regular season the possibility.
"You’d think by having a bowl
game against a mediocre Cal State
bid sewn up it would be casy to let
Long Beach club. right?
"No way
said Long Beach down," he said. "but I don’t see
coach Larry Reisbig. "I know their that happening. We’re on the verge
coaching staff wouldn’t allow that to of a breakthrough in terms of gatherhappen. We don’t expect them to let ing recognition for our program.
There’s a chance that we could be
up at all
Coiriodentally . the SJSU play- rated (in the national polls) if we
win. Plus, it" we slip up, we would
a
stem
allo,.%
meltdown.
ers won’t
either Not against the 49ers (4-5. lose all the things that we’ve worked
2-3 in the P(..AA), and not against hard to build. I think the incentive to
win still exists."
any team.
Incentive exists for Long Reach
C’onsensus around the South
Campus practice facility is that the also. a team that nearly ceased to
celebrating can wait a week. The exist altogether v,hen funding run
second straight conference crown short one year ago. In late November
and California Bow I bid is great. the 1986. CSULB president Steven
players say.. but there is one more Horn issued an ultimatum to the athletic department -- raise $300,(X10
game on the schedule.
The Spartans 19-1, 6-01 face by the first of the year or the football
C’SULFI tomorrow at 1 p.m. at Vet- program would be dropped. Saved
by a five-day extension. the departerans Stadium in Long Beach.
"We want to set a school re- ment raised $315,000.
Reishig. in his first year. said
cord for wins in a season:. said linebacker Tim Wells. "If we get 10 his team ignored the financial woes
wins. that should at least tie it.
and responded with a satisfactory
Well, not quite. The 1939 Spar- season. Despite being thrashed by
tan team. led by legendary coaches Michigan 49-0 in the season’s third
Dud DeGroot and Pop Warner. went week. he is proud of his upstart out13-0. Still, you v,ould have to re- fit.
wind to 1940 to find a team that won
"Considering how young we
10 games And matching a 47 -year- are and all the team has gone through
old marls would be a feather in one’s this year. we’re playing pretty
well.’ he said. "Some injuries have
hat.
Coach Claude Gilbert isn’t ex - slowed us down and caused proh-

Football

, tograpner
S.ISt linebacker Bill 11c:ottani. shown almost sacking (’111’. I roy Taylor. hopes to stop 49er quarterback Jeff (;rahairi Saturday .

Wrestlers host Stanford in season opener
.11 N1.1141111

kik

I

Wrestling

1\1

.

hest describe ti
,.titig. .0,,i
wrestling team
gressise
Young. because the team consists ot only two seniors and three tumor’ A81,11:"Ie Lille It’ 1
sty le of play engineered hy coach
Kes Hettial
The t irst seal Loach admits that
a squad ot plasers ith limited experience is no great ads antage. But he helloes there is some
great talent.
"(4ne of the benefits ot coaching a team in Calitornia. is that sou
can always find a solid coic of tine
talent.- Heinal said "This team is
no e sception .
Heinal and his Spartans will
find out lust how solid they are tonight when thes [into Stanford in the
season opener competition v.
begin at 7 in the ii len’ 0 in
Heinal hopes his emphasis on
aggresso elle.. as a means ot ;tellies ing sietory v, ill help his team against
the Cardinal
that %%mild

ins %%testier, not to
sta
he cis outset ’,Jose. Ise’ hot 111,2.- he said "If they
Mince tor
go for it I L’an’t stand a wrestler hit stalls "
A quick widow n on each v. re,
tler’s ability described by Hetnal
show that although a good degree of
Spartans lack esperiense. thes make
up in abilits:
I 18
pounds
Sophomore
Amh et 1
es uses min kness and
inh . .
antage A red -shirt
....old he a lactor
futul
’pounds Joel Chew.
:motile! - ;Olomouc. at first seems
disorgain:ed in his technique Rut he
actually IINCS
deLo. Cheu is a
good leg -rider w ith the alit Ms for ette,:n e counter attack on defense.

750

ALL YOU CAN EAT
pizzi.
’-{44-:

SA. A.

1344 pounds
Juniou Greg
Eissner has the best record among
the returning Spartans and it’s easy
to .ee
Eissner is quick on his
teet and an outstanding counter
wrestler. according to Hejnal. He is
the most experienced Spartan and
should be one of their strengths.
142 pounds - Joe Zamlich is
a senior who Heinal describes as "a
wrestler that has no weakness."
Zamlich loves to get physical and is
very tough to take down. He is most
likely to be team captain.
150 pounds Martin Navarrete is a sophomore who use% his feet
sery well and works hard at what he
does His weakness in the down position and lack of experience could
hurt him in the long run.
167 pounds -- Shane Baum.
a rumor. returns to SJSU with an impressive 11-1 record from last year.
He’, great on his feet and powerful
in the down position. Hejnal said.
I77 pounds
Scott Flenson

KAMIKAZES

PASTA
RAVIOLI

and

for S4.50

DRAFT BEER

plus

Thursday All Night !!

HAPPY HOUR BEER SPECIAL
59c a glass
$1 59 a pitcher

At
.)4E

L’

2
2

.-cp

CU:) TOWN
LIPSTAIP

Offer good on.-Fri. 4-7 pm.
l!TEAMERSI
UNIVERSITY AVE

’14fuoi

947-8551

San Fernando St.
Just 3 blocks west ot campus

50 UNIVERSITY AVE
LOS GATOS/OLD TOWN

’We’re confident
that we can play well
(against SJSU).’
Larry Reisbig,
Cal State Long Beach coach
teammates to rally and end the regula’ season oil a positive note.
"We’re fired up because we
want that ianking.’ he said. "I think
%in would help our chances for the
’Fop NI.
don’t think we lack any moos:mon this week. Coach Gilbert is
st,o in:2 on ow tail. and that’s enough
mot ation ig lit there."
W ells said Long Beach will be
looking not only to improse its record, Mit tor a chance to say they
heat !hell ’AA champions.
-I hes re really a strong team.
from s hat I’ve seen on film." he
said "( irahani is one of the top
quarterha,..ks in the conference. But
we’re going ti) be up fiir this game.
too. It’s important for us to get
ratlike," at the end of the season beLqiii.e film’. the one that lasts."
A pot season spot on in the national polls is also a personal goal for
Gilbert. He liked being able to claim
a 20th ranking tbs Sports Illustrated)
during the recruiting season. and he
wouldn’t mind that leverage again.
-I-heres a lot on the line with
this game.- he saki. "a lot to lose.
We have to maintain our momentum
this \keek. and then we can relax and
take a v, el I -desers ed break .

A man isjudged by
the company& keeps,
As a Marine Corps officer, you’ll be keeping some very select

company. That’s because you’ll be serving with some of the
finest officers the military has to offer. Officers that will be
leading a group of men who are second to none. If you’re a
college student or graduate who thinks this is the
kind of company he’d like to keep, see your Marine
CA)rps Officer Selection Officer. 1 -800-MARINES.

Interested in Eaming
a ’Thousand Dollars a Week?
We are looking for sharp,
articulate, success motivated
individuals, If you are a young
upcoming professional who likes
interesting people and wants a
fun exciting enviroment, then
come work for us.
*Full training provided,
no experience necessary.
*No prospecting or cold calling.
*Qualified, present
appointrnents.
*Sales reps arid telemarketing
positions availavble.
Full and part-time positions
available.
*Great for college students

Bay Area Connections
contact Mr. Smith, Mon-Sat.
(408)280-1970

STEVE S BIG APPLE PIZZA

155 W.

is a junior v.ho v.as Central Coast
Section champion. but hasn’t had
great success at SJSU. He has good
leg tackling ability with outstanding
upper-body strength. Hejnal said
Benson is a model SJSt’ wrestle’
and a great all-around team leader
190 pounds
Scott Gustat
son has a major problem. He’s a
freshman who lacks experience. He
needs to improve on using his feet.
but is a quick learner and understands the pressure is on him.
Heasy weight - Brent Smith
is another freshmen who’s a fierce
competitor. He has great upper-body
strength and wrestles sery physically.
Although the Sparans werc
7-11 last year. Hejnal expects hig
things from his wrestlers.

an.
lents with our depth. but tames
I
generally plISHINe. Weft) ,.,[.!,,IL11I
that we can play we..11 tagainst
SJSU
The 49ers were beaten by
UNLV a week ago. 30-17. but the
play. of quarterback Jeff Graham
.1
.!,
(over .35(1 yards passing
bright spot. Graham. a t, tool 4
nior who fidlows such standouts as
f)oug Gaynor and Todd Dillon al the
otTensie helm, is prohabl thv sec
ond-best quarterback in the PC A A
nest to SJSU’s
Poe/
"He’s a sers gifted athlete."
Gilbert said "I’d say (being secondbest) is a fair assessment. es en
though (Brent) Snyder at I. ’tali Stale
ha. come on strong I don’t think
as
Graham’s numbers are as
last year’s because then coach
wanted to run fhe hall more. But lately they’ve been going hack more
toward the passing attack
The Spartans has,. won 13
straight conference games,
the 198b matchup v.
the 1‘)ers
138141 that clinched SiSt", league
title. Quarterback Tons I iks .
in for the iniured Pere/. completed
20 of 28 passes tOr 157 sards,
Graham threw f
mtetceptums and
finished with 226 %aids
A blocked punt hs S.ISI "s
erett Burns that \kJ., it:turned
Ryan Rasnick lor sotie dictated the
direction ot the game. Long lieaLli
had little luck running the hall and
was held to minus 17 yards on the
ground. SJSI". Kenny la, kson.
meanwhile. ran for 4.7! ads
Guy Liggins. who caught eight
passes that da .
he espects his

Hiielookingkra *woodmen
( aptain slabs:in ai Me student I
ealli.4151865-728411( 1)1

from III-2 lorli and tomorrow or
for an intenien

1- E.T I

354-4677

IMPORTANT TO ALL STUDENTS
You Want A Great Display Of Portable Power?
YOUR BEST WAY TO
ENROLL IN COURSES
THIS SPRING

The Zenith Data Systems
Z-183 Laptop PC
400001, ..I.

,

suggested rutallpme: .t..t99.1,1)

Special Student Price:
Si/999m

b10111....."
! / 183 Pt_ ewes sou all the
The Zenith Data S
weight. laptop PC. Plus it
power of a desktop in a
LC I) screen for great
features a dazzling Nut
readability. Along with 10..‘i megabyte hard -disk with
single floppy drive for expanded storage. And you’ll
get longer battery Ide than with most competitive,
hard -disk laptops. Added to this. are some important
extras...
Nov.; the 7.-183 Laptop PC can be yours at a great
student price when you visit your nearby Zenith Data
Systems Campus Contact. We’ll give you a full demon
stratum. and match you up with the right software and
penpherals. To give you a computer that can take you
from college to career!
So stop by today. And while you’re at It, ask about
the 7.-1/41 Laptop PC. See you soon!

Heath/Zenith
377-8920

C.A.R.
(Computer Assisted Registration)

Zenith Data Systems
Alex Rush
213/695-0721
datft
...Wrafrif systems
.
1487 bquth DMA ’,mem,
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Sports
Volleyball falls to UOP

1 lairsday, November 12, 19117

Spartans look to host Northwest Regionals Dee. 3

It

Ken Johnston Daily staff photographer
SJSIV’s Kari Roberson blocks a shot against Hawaii Oct. 30

Golfers take fourth at tourney
SJSU helci to two hits, fall to StantOrd in baseball scrimmage
Mike hist, 1,,i ilic spa’ tan
golf team to a tom th
at
the US1.
x national lournament
Tuesday in San Ilan, is,.0
Fosiei shot a Mice round total
ihild pla,e
of 222. good
ostei
in the indo.idual standings
was followed in the .tanclings by
teammates Trent 1 ker (231
Barry Evans (232). Dana Jetter 12371
and Drew Hart!’ .754
UCLA took the team title by. 31
strokes. The Bonn.’ Kc% in Leach
finished 11 shots ahead of Foster to
earn the indis kith!’ hampionship
The Spartan ham:ball team
scrimmaged the national champion
he
Stanford squad Tuesday .
Pac-10 pov.er to lust five hits and
two runs. Unfitottinately . S.ISU 1.1;IS
I%\ tI IIII
held to /et ci
Sophomore se,.,ind
Brad Mornhinwel2 stroked hoth ;a
1
iae
miniaec
the Spartans hits
..t111..C11
k
held at the (...11,111,1.1
( ordua.
amond. Pitchei
college tianstei. sharcti the spartan
mound duties w ith lettetineti 1)aii
Archibald and AI Bacosa to hold ow
country ’s top -ranked team in check.
SIM.’ baseball coach Sam Pi
rani was especially pleased with his
team’s defense. w hich did not commit an emu through nine innings and
turned one double play Catcher
John Verniest threv. out three Stanford baserunners and (ireg Mitchell
contributed seven assists from his
third base position.

UNPLANNED

/pi PREGNANCY?
1..

explore i
01)11011., um hiding
OPEN ADOPTION
11
%111
1/1
rec
pleit;1,1111 I y.11111’141 011 Ihe
11.111 oll

StflilltI \ 01, .11111

.111.

Roundup
The Spin tans open their season
ith the annual Alumni Game cm
Ian 24 at San Jose Municipal Stadium
Califinnia Bow I ticket orders
can be made by L.alling (21191 2242695. For information. call the SJSU
ticket office at 924 -FANS
The Spartans’ football team

w ill learn this weekened which team
from the Mid -American Conference
it will face in the Dec. 12 game in
Fresno. Eastern Michigan will play
Bowling Green. The winner of that
will take the MAC title and a binh in
the Cal Bowl

Advertise in the
Spartan Daily

By Molly Olsen
Daily stall wnter
The University of Pacific de
feated SJSU’s volleyball team 3-1 in
the Spartan gym Tuesday.
The Spartans have been improving as the end of their season
draws near. but not enough to beat
what is possibly the number one
team in the nation.
Although UOP is ranked second in the NCAA polls behind the
University of Hawaii. coach Dick
Montgomery feels that the Tigers demanded a tougher match.
"They took us out of our game
more than Hawaii did and they controlled us better than any other team
has this season." Montgomery said.
SJSU knew what type of team it
was up against with UOP. They
went in and took the Tigers by surprise stealing the first game, 15-12.
Unfortunately’ for the Spartans. UOP
was not about to let up as they won
the second and third games 15-4 and
15-6.
After losing the first game.
they picked up the tempo and intensity.," Montgomery said. "We
started out on top in the third and
forced them to play harder. but we
just couldnt keep up with them.
The Spartans resisted a blowout as they. fought back with a better
performance for the final pint..
UOP still came out ahead, however.
with a 15-11 victory.
"We
were
competitive
throughout the entire fourth game,"
Montgomery said. "Pacific is just i.111
excellent team. They are OA o-ttitte

Copy Early
Copy Late

SIGMA ALPHA MU Copy Weekends
FRATERNITY
kinkois
Congratulates its Fall 1987
Pledge Class
John Adkins
Ed Garcia
Darin Asimus
Mike Glosecki
Dan Bilmes Ntie
Kevin Lindlar
Jeff Buccellato.* Jerry McLane
Todd Engstrom
Sean Minister
Ken Pietroff
Mark Fisher
Louis Reich
Cid Galindo
Gary Rose

Great COpirt Great people
310 S. 3rd St.
295-4336
481 E. San Carlos St.
295-5511

Volleyball
defending PCAA champions and
they’re supposed to beat us. ’
Nevertheless. SJSU had a fine
showing with 63 digs over UOP’s 53
and nearly matched them in blocks
with 114 against the Tigers 21.
According to Montgomery. UOP is
"the finest blocking team We.%e
faced all year.’
Saturday. the Spartans host IA’
Santa Barbara. So far. the Gaucho,
have been the only team to defeat
No.1 Hawaii this year. SJSU de
feated UCSli earlier in the season
and they are still ranked ahead of the
Gauchos in Inth place while UCSB
stands in Ilth.
"I’m expecting a real barn -burner match against Santa Barbara,"
Montgomery said -They are an excellent team and this is going to be a
great match.’
SJSU is looking to end its conference season in third place and
host the Dec. 3 Northwest Regional
playoffs. According to Montgomery. Saturday’s match vt ill determine
whether the Spartans N
attain this
goal. If they lose they could complete the season in fourth or fifth
place and lose an opportunity to par -

MI6

’After losing the first
game, (UOP) picked
up the tempo and
intensity. We started
out on top in the
third and forced
them to play harder,
but we just couldn’t
keep up with them.’
Dick Montogmery,
SJSU volleyball coach
in ow tet.!iothil...1 how,
Net
sist
to the
(.,ilciiadn and the Unieisity
yonmil.! Colo! ado is
raiike,1
iii the ,odelies polls as
well .I the \
\ poll
\ tontgomet teels -they \\ detinitel he
a tough
to beat
oinine is
not ranked in the rop ’211
th:Ipate

SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE
REPUBLICANS
PRESENT:

CLUB HISTORY NIGHT
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14

For futher details:
KELLY HOGAN, President
(408) 2274t1T2

DELIGHT!
"A Sh(TOTAL
)-1i)olc is irrcsistillIc:’
)11 is hilarious am!
Nlartin

Martin Short .Annette O’Toole

... Manhood, Democracy, and Humanity"

CALL (408) 293-8940

College costs
no
8%;
climb
end in sight
By pat ordovenstY
USA TODAY

college costs got

you down, too?
Li

’’1.;.:1,’:

There is a solution to this problem and these all new
FREE MONEY guides can help. More than 24,000
foundations in the U.S. give grants or scholarships
each year, yet millions of dollars never get distributed simply because no one applies for them.
In Blum’s Guides to Co//ege Money author Laurie
Blum gives students everywhere easy access to literally billions of dollars in college grant money. In three
volumes (for students of Humanities & Social
Sciences. Mathematics & Natural Sciences, and
Professions), the books are arranged both geographically and by subject for quick and easy reference,
giving names, addresses, and all other essential
information.
Paper $8 95 each
NOW AT YOUR COLLEGE STORE

A comedy you
can still respect
in the morning.

ts,dart

LAWRENCE KASDAN IlLs
ag, AARON SPELLING/ALAN C;REISMAN Produniim
"CROSS MY HEART" "1", ARMYAN BERNSTEIN &GAIL PARENT
*17, BIB rCE BROUGHTON %.4,17". LAWRENCE G. PAULL X.T, MIA GOLDMAN
v4.’7,’;’,.‘g THOMAS DEL RUTH ,,,,,,,::,CHARLF,S OKUN and MICHAEL GRILLO
LAWRENCE KASDAN
=AARON SPELLING .ndALAN REISMAN
"’""VARMYAN BERNSTEIN ,z,,12,n‘;!:7’,..1;:’1:.

PARAGON HOUSE
90 f ifth Avenue

New York NY 10011 1 -800-PARAGON

Opens November 13th in select theatres

.), Local News

Thursday, November 12. 1987.rSpartan Daily

Aids: Jokes spur debate
/- torttprieu /
one, not that a mart sr. ill cling to
man and
two w ill get AIDS.sant lies in Smith. geology maim.
Later in the speech. Matlovich
crificiied the Reagan administration’s poll% s oil \
We. ’le gouty to need our president to lead this nation and have
fireside chais tin order) to lead
thiough this All)S crisis."
Amei
!Nadirs ich said
"The Reagan administration
will not be Ridged on the Iran -Contra
attair. but on thr: lack ot tesponse to
the AIDS %, Isis." lie said
\ Litho 1,11 vs as asked to speak
...iudent Jim
here hs it estiman
Walters. who is invoked iti AIDS
education on campus. to respond to
the NO \ el111/C1 IsNue ot Spartan Retokes vs el e printed
All
s les%
under a solunin entitled " All)S Update Repro’. in the maga/me.
"I don’t Fiches e Ws a freespeech issue,- said Associated Students President \like \IcLennan
when asked about what action A.S.
will take towards the Spartan Res les% during a [ICU., conference be tole the le% lure ith Mathis ich and
Vs alters. "I think there’s a responsibility ot the individuals to report
(properly "
-How would it be it we had
cancel tokes. or leukemia tokes."
said 1latlos ich " It would be in
sers . er had taste and this is also
in sets had taste
the AIDS
pokes
it’s human suffering.’
%Lahr% ich told people with
AIDS to ",.rrine out of your closets
and flaunt your sirtues and let people
know ou are good and you are
moral I hose who are opposed to us.
don’t %are it tomorrow morning y our
local paper says. ’John Jones is homosesual.’
"But don’t let it sav . ’Mary

Hunters get OK
to kill 190 lions

’The Reagan
administration will
not be judged on the
Iran -Contra affair,
but on the lack of
response to the
AIDS crisis.’
Leonard Matiovich,
AIDS educator
Jane. lesbian. finds the cure to cancer. Because they can’t discriminate
against a person who contributes to
society." he said.
"Those of you who deny the
rights to those ss ho are ga!, I hope
you hase a bigger gun than I do. hecollie atter me v. ith
CaUSe %hell
to he preyour gun. I’m
pared Jett:tiding my rights. to
lose. to be a human being, and the
tight to say we in the homosexual
community are moral people and
has e right to he here... he said.
erisen. a counselor
Aiggss
at SJSU. expressed disappointment
reafter the lectuie -We has,:
sponsibilitv to talk about AIDS and
she said.
think we lost 111.11 todav
issue
People see AIDS di, .1
only "
"We need not get into debates
with these tools from some telt.gion." she said. but educate students
on how AIDS ts contracted
She has counseled All)S students here on campus. She said she
is aware of three or four students al
SJSU kith AIDS.

Ken Johnston -- Daily staff photographer
Leonard Mathis ich,
AIDS educator,
speaks about the disease at a press confer -

ence, while Jim %%alters. an SJS1 AIDS
educatation committee member. listens.

The state Fish and Game
SAN DIEGO (Al’)
Commission ruled Tuesdas that allowing hunters to kill
190 mountain lions this season won’t disturb the environment. setting off an angry demonstration by hunt opponents
The commission’s unanimous 3-0 vote paves the
way for the court -delayed opening of the first sport -hunting season of the big cats in 15 years.
During the uproar alio the vote was announced.
four members of the militant env ironmental group Earth
First were escorted out hs ish and Game wardens for
speaking out of turn and displaying banners.
Michael Robinson of Santa Cruz child was among
those remosed from the San Diego County Administration Fluilding.
After the sole 11.1s announced, he told the commission. "I declare this meeting adiourned. You have exceeded your authoots
His remarks ssci e reported in Wednesday’s edition
of The San Diego ’mon
The report Mast be approved hy the San Francisco
Superior Court. which placed a restraining order on the
mountain lion hUlliIlle sea,oll last month in response to a
l’reservatud.oundation.
lawsuit by. the Mountain I
Fish and Game ot tichils say the numbers of the wild
cats have doubled in recent Nears. becoming a menace to
ranchers 0111\110,C X11111.11, 1111:.\ pre
Fro ironmentalists \silo attended Tuesday ’s hearing
said the ens ironinental impact report didn’t go far
enough and that they challenge it in court.
"The!, don’t look at the k1 hole picture.- said Earth
First activist Todd Schulke. :’7. ill Del \Lir. "They look
at narrow categories ot data to make sweeping decisions.
It they looked at the huge’ ecological picture (their findincs would) he &Hewitt

Get a Free Samurai Cover.
Just bring in this ad when you purchase
a Suzuki Samurai from Almaden Suzuki.

Students learn about co-ops
as ways to prepare for jobs
By Lorraine Grant
further develop skills and
Daily staff writer
abilities
v,iirk experience and
Evaluate co-op experience to
op is one ss
contasts through a
determine future Career goals.
SJSU students mas told a lob
Make the most of the co-op
.ppr,pp,ael
students ssignment.
op can
Tuesi.I.1). learned him.%
"I learned how to be punctual.
better prepare them tot their triture
I learned hos% to analy/e a program
PreparaWork
Career% al the -held
and mike ,t problem,- said Eli/alion.- sponsored by the Career Planheth Ngtiett. a Computer Assoning and Placement.
ciates cruphoec
"The dittetence between an in"You have to have a positive
ternship and co-op is that a co-op has
attitude during sour interview and
potential for contirmits on the job.
you should research the company ."
and increases charh.e. tor employ Nguyen said
ment :Mei graduation.- said I.ina
Melkoman. Career Placement Cen"I should have done this as an
Deborah
ter.
said
undergraduate...
Melkonian said an internship is LTnruh. an SJSU graduate who is emand
is
major
related to a student’s
ployed at Miller CommunieationS.
usually for a definite period of tinie.
"It’s very important to keep
A panel of experienced co-op NMI! eye% and ears open you really
students pros ided tips on how to suc- 11;,,.. %kiwi it take. to he a co op pertroth said
ceed in the f’ooperative Education son It’s leans ea.\
Program.
"It was Mile hit mirmidating
The students learned how to,
at first, because praok.ally ever sone
Secure a co-op job.
was my parents’ age... said Tia A 11
\lake the most of the co-op hams. a graduating senior who
employed at EMC.

Exciting,
Stylish,
Sporty,
Rough,
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Over a one-year period. he got rid of
two managers who did not want to
cooperate %kith him.
"I know what I want to do with
my career and I didn’t want to become a puppet on a sti ing.’’ he said.
NOW. %hal Is the story about
Shakes. the whiskey -drinking (mei ’
Huh? sou say
Vv’ell in order to find out. s 011’11
have to attend the show because
Rubin wouldn’t reveal it user the
telephone.
Tickets are available at the Associated Students Business Office in
the Student Union or at any. Has.
outlet. Tickets are So tor students.
$7 for the general public and $K al
the door.

Lu

-.--7,4fmnd.Pn SUZUKI, INC.

lerAlI AIIFIrIF411, Alr

Rubin: Pokes fun at life
l’01111,11:

On & Off The Road.

AN EVENING WITH THE BOBS
SAT. NOV. 21 AT 8:00 PM
STUDENT UNION BALLROONI
STUDENTS $8.00, GENERAL $10.00

<After

the said
ne \ et did anything that
ss,i,
mils and that you can’t
expel an idiot they lust thought I
ss as an idiot
Rubin said he was a shy kid
growing up in \Vheeling, W.Va..
but once he got to know someone, he
would let his sense of humor shine
through
Rubin makes his home in San
Francisco Three times a month he
makes guest appearances on Alex
Flennett’s morning radio show on
KITS live 105
"Being on the radio gives me a
chance to let the people know. that
you’re play mg Radio helped me
build a Itilliming of fans." Rubin
said.
His next step in achieving his
goal tit becoming a national comedian is to hase a guest shot on the
David Letterman Show or on the
Johnny Carson Show. He made a re4ucst to be on the Letterman show
and is still waiting to hear froni the
producers.
Howeser. the local comic already got a small dose of national
televison two years ago when he appeared in Michael Nesmith’s "Tele
On the show he was
vision Parts
in a five-minute skit w ttli another
median Bob Goldthiv doe. in which
they did a routine called "Houdini
the Pig " The skit exploited a pig in
various "esr apc" routmes.
Berm!
stand up comic is not
an easy 1,11sIlless although the attention can he rewarding. he said.
There have heen many times when
he WaS penniless or 4...ould he found
sleeping in his car although his
friends often helped him out by letting him sleep on the floor of their
homes.
"As long as you love your
humor. or love humor a% I do. then
you’ll have something to protect
you. Hut if you want to he a star.
those are the people who get gunned
down. Rubin said.
He is also serious about his
business. which can become tough
managers
over -ambitious
when
begin to run a comedian’s career.

4v4
Suzuki Samurai

Tough,

ri

$3795

4, 6. 8 cyl
Standard igmuon $5 extra
$47’’

6 MONTH 6000 MILE WRITTEN
GUARANTEE LABOR & PARTS

For quality, a wide
selection and prices
you can sleep with.

’
1111111-’

_

E ,

ACCUTUNE
& BRAKE

2 9 8 7 722

311C
CHECKS

OPEN 7:30 A.M.
MONDAY THRU
FRIDAY
510 E. SANTA CLARA
AT 11th STREET

Easily converts from
a couch to a bed.
(408) 293-3355
916 So. Bascom Ave., S.J.
(3 blocks south of Hwy 2801

WINTER 1988 SCHEDULES ARE HERE!

Get yours at Continuing Education, DBH 136B, or Student Union Information Center, or Administration
Building Information Center. Advance registration deadline is December 5, 1987.
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CSU offers foreign study program
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Howard Rosenberg. Pointer Priie-vi inning teleiision
critic of the I .os Angeles Tinies, addresses students in
the Student nion. He explained him both the medial

photographer
Ken Johnston ady sta
and public figure% use each other for professional
gain. About 75 students turned out for his speech.
sponsored by the A.S. Program Board and Hine!.

Rosenberg: TV critic discusses media
krorn
/
dumb. acts dumb, hut in reality he’s
than tiller to string commercials to- dumb like a to \ He eats city slickers
gether. Rosenberg said. "It’s really for breaktast What
they came up
the workTs biggest marketpla- with a country lawyer w lio looked
ce . . of ideas and products. and and sounded dumb and actually was
the products are wri out there. It’s dumb? No way.
purpose is not to deliver programs to
"What about the little black kid
you, hut to deliver you. the audiwho was sadopted 11> ,t >Otte lam
ence. to the advertisers."
ily." Rosenberg said You see (they
Rosenberg criticiied those ill alvvays need to hay e the yy hire air
televison ho ofter sappy teley ’son thorny figure. hke on IMfrent
that don’t threaten the Strokes. or ’Webster Its like the
shows
viewer. and comedies that are "sen- need for a mindless lentale. like on
timental. sweet and mindless" and ’Wheel of Fortune.. "
which 11.1\ e laugh tracks so the audiTelevision news gives, viev,.ers
ence "won’t have to bother to won- "Trees comfortable
der when to laugh."
faces You may not like the news.
"Television too often gives you but ,v dull like the people who giye
the
the fitmiliar. what’s unthreatening. you the news... StatiOns promote
tamily
Ht gives) you stereotypes that won’t anchorpeople "like a
"We ha>e the Intherl> male
challenge your perceptions, he
anchor, the sister-b. teniale anchoi
said.
"Take ’ \taloa.’ he looks the brotherly sportscaster and the

weathercaster who’s sort of a ’any
uncle ’Hie> iosh together. and k% hen
the nor,. is teal sad. the> all sutler
together because the> ’le Lund>. our
lama>. that’s part ot the mampula
tion.

Keep 20%

Room Servers
Banquet Servers
Waiters/Waitress
Cocktail Servers
Front Desk Clerk
PBX Operators
P. M. Concierge
Hostess
Application Hours
No Phone CaJls Please
Tues. 9-12
Wed. 9-5
..Thurs. 9-12

*We can help plan and
promote your Fundraiser.
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For More Info. Call Debbie at:
Chuck E. Cheese
2445

Fontaine

San Jose

Rd.

238-9110

\ ision ,ii graduate
e upper
sstpariiiikilginfent:ey,itt.tire end ot the 19titi

"There’s not as inuch competilion
\
word,’
Yarabinec
said "NOi 111.111 Stlident,
they
said students are elle’
can stud% 0\ crseas lor a year and reIne tor the plogiam II the> ha>e at
ceie ( ’SI’
’
least ’
ti>erall
Val:dome, said he was surprised
1,, he aieepted into the program a student must turn in an appli- that not one
business student
caium.
he picked up in the participated in the overseas internaCoaditate Studies ()nice h,. I-eh.
tional business plug’ am last year.
1.11111s,

S.ISI.

’,lid

No Cover Charge!
61111 BERT
Bar and Grill
Presents

Dancing Nightly
Live Entertainment
Total Sports Coverage
Video Arcade
Pizza BurgersMuch More!
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SPARTAN I) XII .1
277-3171

,
Come see the sr
All -New
L.A. Rocks
300 ()rchard City Drive, Campbell

866-5666

5101 Great America Pk%vy.
Santa Clara, California
95054
( At the Santa ciara
Trade & Convention Cir.))
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Free pitcher of beer with this ad I
(one per group)
i
307 Orchard City Drive, Campbell 374-40001
MINIMMINIMIIIIIIIIMINIMIN=11
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APPLY FOR:

of Your Food and Beverage
Fundraiser at Chuck E. Cheese
We Prepare the Food,
Provide the Fun & Clean
up afterwards
* You have no Risk, no
Financial Obligation, &
Keep 20% of Food &
Beverage Purchases
*Reserved Seating in one of
our 6 Dining Rooms, use of
our Large Screen T.V.

100d . tianspottatioti. field ti,ps and
personal extxmses
"Students v.111 Ile iesponsthle
to? ,..111> mg
tull time load ot 13

JOIN OUR FAMILY TREE

Make Money for Your Organization
Purchases with a

Hy Julie Rogers
nay staff writer
Many students have a wrong
preconception that studying overseas
is expensive. according to My Varahinec. Campus Relation% Coordinator for the C’alifonna State University Trustees in Long Beach.
"It’s actually quite a deal,"
said Yarabinec who came to SJSU
Tuesday and Wednesday to inform
students about the international program% offered by the CSt / system.
Yarabinec spoke to students
during a casual "drop-in advise
ment" forum from 9 a.m. to noon in
the Student Union Wednesday. He
told students that not only can the
program benefit their education, hut
it could also change their lives.
"A lot of student% learn about a
country, but they’ll also learn a lot
about themselves." Yarabinec said.
The program. %vhich is only offered as a one ->ear overseas study
plan, is alt»ost like you’re in two
places at once," Yarabinec said
"You’re still enrolled at SJSU but
you’re actually studying in anothei
country."
All units earned during the
overseas program are guaranteed to
he accepted as C’St units. Yarbinec
said.
Students have a choice of It,
countries in which to study overseas
Australia, Ftraiil, Canada. Denmark. Germany. France. Israel.
Italy. Japan, Mexico. New Zealand.
Peru. Spain. Sweden. the Repuhlk.
of China and the United Kingdom
The total cost for the MCI-se,l,
study program range% in price from
S4.720 to S10.865 depending upon
the chosen program. The price in
chides room and hoard,. school fees,

Serving the Bay Area s nutritional needs tor over 9 years
Offering the Best Selection and Lowest prices around

o
y

46\,:4,\

0 bilk
545-C Meridian Avenue
(Between Parkmoor and Auzerais)
San Jose, CA (408) 993-2211
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A salute
to veterans
Lour -year -old
\Helmet
Ca!dello
k$atches the
eterans 1)ay
parade
despite the
imposing
presence of a
Marine in
lull -dress
uniform.
Floyd I liggins
inerican
I .egion Post
399 hands out
Bags during
the ek ctn.
stall photographer

Sue Bowling Daily

Parade: Veterans Day celebrated in downtown S.J.
Business: Profits down

1. rout pug, /
S.IS v. as represented in the pa-

-- Daily stall photographer

rade a, \k ell A drill team and a color
guard trom SJSU’s Air Force R()TC
marched in the parade. From the
Army Ro-rc. the Honor Guard. its
special drill team. led by Cadet Captain James Chan. and the Spartan
Guard. a precision marching unit.
led by Cadet Captain Ivan Cm/ also
marched.
"We plan to go the whole
route. Chan said. "and when we
get to the reviewing stand.. we have
about a two minute drill routine
II perform...
Another Army RO’IC cadet. t.0
Nguyen. a junior in industrial systems engineering. was at the parade
as part of the Ca’dolma National
Guard’s 2/159 Alechaiii/ed Infantry.
located in San Jose at 251 West Hedding Street.
All along the parade route.
hich stretched fnmi the intersection
ot Sixth and Santa Clara streets and
then left along Market until it
StaIll.1,, set lip
reached the rev le Vk

in St. James park where parenis had
placed their children at the curb to
see the event.
As each gniup or hand passed
by. the children v.ould
[heir
hands. and the little American Bags
Mat eie handed out to them by parade V, orkers.
"Hold that !lag up. son. said
one father. v%,,aliii,t.! a time -worn
Army field jacket. and kkalking with
his small son. Alany eterans in the
crowd lining the paiade route were
wearing their military decorations.
Purple Hearts, the \k ard given
to soldiers who recto. e %%minds in
action against an enemy \\ Cie on
many keteran’s clothing. (Mier,
v ore Distinguished Flying Crosses
and Silver and Bron/e Stat. These
awards denote meritorious kalor in a
combat s-tuation.
The veterans wore their medals
with oh \ ious pride.

/wee
"
(ieorge
manage! 01
Kragen’s Auto Supply, had a date!
ent problem ky idi the Santa Clara
Street closure
Ale and one of my employees
couldn’t get in
NMI, he said.
Unlike many businesses. Kragen emploce. &Li not go out and
watch the paiade.
Villar"We ,atight
rea said. " \Ve had kkoik to do so kke
couldn’t vk atch the v, hole thing
The parade did not hake an aderse effect on all hii soloses.
though. Winchell’s INinut House
and Charlie’s Liquors both had hettei dak s than usual.
/
tot

We were real busy" said
lialk miler Mangat. Winchell’s manage’. "We wade more inone than
At Charlie’s I mums. day ManI/ ouid like to see
Ril
doksimikkii Sall .1o,C
\ e a parade
ekery gek.
"(Business) %vas a little better
than usual." he said. "It was steady
i or a change "
1)inkiitokkii construction has not
helped Charlie’s I Alum’,
"Business has been (fowl ever
since they .tarted working on the
streets." Ramie, i/ said. "We’ll take
any thing kk e can get.
he ,:an eel a paraxle once a
week. he’ I I take that. too.

STEVE MARTIN JOHN CANDY

PLANES,TRAI NS AND AUTOMOBILES
What he really wanted was
to spend Thanksgiving with his family.
What he got was three days with the turkey.
/1-
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My first lob and present career
with

.

Trudys began when

moved

to

Detroit,

Michigan

San

Jose

4

A;

from

I took a

position selling in the Bridal

/

store and on lust two years I’ve

.

been promoted to Assistant
store manager at Trudys dress
store The people / work with

PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS

are not only my collegues, but
my best friends

If yOu love

fashion as t do, Trudys

the

A

PtANES. TRAINS AND AUTOMOBILES
mi. Score by IRA NEWBORN I secutive Producers MICHAEL CHINICH and NEIL MACHLIS .
Vinitee.Praduced and Deuced tn JOHN HUGHES A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
HUGHE
liktTrialiT

Call for an rnterview today, 377-1986
THE PRUNEYARD

CAMPBELL

jOHN HUGHES FILM

Soundtrack Album Asailable on

fiUghes MUSK/MCA Re(Ofdi
GlOrtfeS al1d COMINICI Ols(s

v. , ..... .,.. .111). ,
"IL 1.14;’:"DrAV rr=" j

TM & ( opsoght I9A7 bs
PiramOUnt PI( luret ( o(poralion
. All Rights Reword

ARRIVING NOVENIIIER 25111 Al’
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Bloom County

YesterDaily

The Academic Senate unanimously passed a
new attendance policy Monday that will allow instructors to drtip students who miss the first day of
class and who fail to notify the instructor why they
were absent prior to the second class session.
About 20 SJSU skilled trades workers picketed
in front ol Tower Hall on Tuesday to make a point
to representatives attending collective bargaining
sessions in Long Beach.

’11.71
l’011 6l/YO
IMMO/YE OCRAY Of
NOPEN IllOOR VIOLENCE

MV 005H
WE NEVER MO
UNION OEFENSE

General News

Frustrated by the newly installed campus
phone system. SJSU President Gail Fullerton said
it’s easier to communicate by "using two tin cans
and a string."
The system. which went into effect on Nov. 1.
uses a 924 prefix rather than the old 277 number.
"There’s going to be a transition period until
people get used to the new system," Fullerton said.
"Right now it’s easier for me to walk down the hall
and contact someone in person."
According to Charles Delano. the school’s
communications director. 90 percent of the canipus
phones are on the new system. but quite a few are
still wired to the old 277 numbers.

Berke Breathed
HE Y,

A bnef look at yesterday’s news

Local News

EIROWITT ON

One in every four airline flights by major car riers arrive 15 minutes late and one-third of those
belonged to Delta Air Lines. stated a government
repon released Tuesday.
USAir was the tardiest carrier with an on -time
record of (17 A percent. American Airlines had the
best record with 84.5 percent of flights arriving on
time. The average was 77 percent.
Pacific Southwest Airline.. and Nonhwest Airlines were among the others that earned sub -par rat ings. while Continental, Southwest. Eastern and
Piedmont had better than 80 percent on -time marks.
The airlines on -time report card %vas issued by
the Transportation Department in the first set of
monthly statistics aimed at helping travelers choose
the airline with the best service.
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Protesters blocked munitions trains at the Concord Naval Weapons Station a day after two Navy
officers were disciplined in connection with an earlier protest that maimed a demonstrator.
Two protesters were injured when their antis.
were twisted by deputies removing them from the
railroad tracks. according to the Contra Costa
County Sheriffs Department.
The Nuremberg Action Group has been staging
daily demonstrations at the base tin It \ e months.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

OF CHRIST lust oft cempus, 81 N
13th St . 286-0348 Need ride, We
aro Christ centered Bible bellov.
Ing end people loving
Bible
etas..

Sunday at 9 30 A M .
at 7 30 P M Sunday
Worship at 10 AM 6 6PM Dorm
B ible studio...v*16bl*
Tmsday

STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now. Save your t.th. eyes
and mon. too For Information

snd brochure we A S
call (4011)3714811
UN

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN MINISTRY
fundraising lunch w Dr R Lotion
Educational Equity Nov 19 Call

!e.
eole
ly

office or

Natalie SM.. 298-0204
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE ion’? it time
you gol down to the Wein.. of
your Ille purpose? Alternative Csreerwork

As.sernents

Since
1970. Carol WIlils. M.A., 734-9110

AUTOMOTIVE
Cr

hie
ke

DO YOU NEED A CAR,, Please mil
AL SILVA at FRONTIER FORD,
Sant. Clara. 241.1000 Find out
how y. can quell?). to buy today,
’79 DATSUN 510. spd,2 dr,new clulch
.C10111 MARL
cond In out
$2200. 559-4248 iv message
’78 CHEVY SILVERADO Neer engine.
Wes. rims. cleon heavy duty.
S4000.7784295 (4151969-6353

404 S 3rd
One block
S995 IBM
XT S525

Accosories.

SI . 02. (4081 295-1606
from campus Network
T compatible $1.096
Printer P1080I $179

Hard disk. modern. In..

6%
Com-

off for student. with I D
puter 6 Accessories 404 S THIRD
ST . Son Jose (406) 295-1606

FOR SALE
APPLE 512K MACINTOSH

externel

DO Excellent condition includes
MocSeck
upon..
...Write
M.Paint.
copies
of
septic
promo micros/A WORD. desktop publishing
Call 292-0000

Wed

WM.. Ilarn Ihru
1740 N Fir* St E 0 E

I lam.

HANDYMAN FOR APTS nr campus
Must know repair plumbing S7 hr
parl time Don-295-8641
HIRING,

GOV T

JOBS-your ar.
815.000-186,000 Cell (802) 836.86 Ext 4250

HOLIDAY HELP NEEDED NOW" Welt
persom.bartenderetheme perry.
helpers Call Amend. in Ctering
by Coast et 867.2700
INTERESTED

IN

HELPING

YOUNG
PEOPLE’, Co... need. for
an ahor-mhool sports and activ.
Ines program in Son Jo. Middle
Schools (Jr High)
Sports or

Scouting background helpful. ban
not
necessary
SS 75 hr.
call
Randy at 249-6060
MONEY,

MONEY.

MONEY.

Trffirmarion your way to lots of It
it your smbitious, salt-motivated

S1250 beet oft.*

our pleasant, corntorlable Campbell office Full and Part time Call
370-9090
KAY JEWELERS

pert -time salesperson neded
Hourly wages
commission No experlenc nec..ry. call 274-9247

N-SMKR MATURE CHRISTIAN lady to
cora for MS patient 5 eves for
nn MI salary. nr IBM Wan 225)027
Personeble, shsrp
dependabM individual wlth
good phone manner 6 clerical
skill. Flarlffike afternoon hours

S5 25 hr to story Celt John at 993.
021 I for an appointment
PART AND FULL TIME RETAIL HELP.
Natloml firm now hes immediate
openings.

Starting pey rate is
510. No experienc is needed b.
ceu. of our intensive on the to0
trolling program Good math and
reading skills re plus
Some
evening end weekend positions
are avoilable and some flexibility
I. allow.] during final exems in
addition, it you qualify. corporate
miffilarships are sward.. inlern
ships are possible end you may
. rn 2.14 credits per quarter or

ERASE BAD CFIE017, Info from credit
bur.0 flies Can’t get bans.

semester
During your vent.
spring and especially summer
breaks. full time work la eveiliffile

mortgage-0213, Let us gel you
too
Vlsa mastercard
Maned‘

Cali today for Information end an
interview or cell Mondry through

S.11 SASE for deralls.1000
Main, .612.Salinaa. C. 93901

Friday delve. 10 lend 3PM, 1408)
922-0666 if the lino is busy.
plea. be patient and try again
An equal opportunity company

IBM

S

TYPEWRITERS.

SSO to SISO
Good used mach 267-4490 1974
500cc Yerneh motorcycle Needs
carb Work S350.267.4490

THE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP
ha. been SAN JOSE insffiutIon
for 15 years

College-le. stu-

dents of history. political science.
Block, Asian and Chicano stud.
Vs, social work, women’s stud.
les. labor history. and marxism 6
socialism should come In and
browse Ws mi. Moe. In English
translation. Soviet lerytbooke In
the smIal sciences We carry
both new end used books in the
eftom flekla ss well as fiction. pp.

PART

TIME

BRIDAL SALES. Af.
Mormon and ev.. some Satur
dey For more Info cell 358.2228

SALES TELEMARKETING

Be your
own boss Work al home Greet
commtssion package Free trein
ing No eeperience needed For
personal interview call 415-968.33 Ask for Mr Badger

SECURITY

OFFICERS

PROCESS

SERVERS Fry PT S 06-all Moths
FT PT evening process servers
We
Min Apply in per.on M -F
9AM4PM. 260 Meridian Ave . SJ
266-5680

*fry, children t mysteries. end
much more Posters. records &

SECURITY RECEPTION all ehifts tt pt

periodicals - end the Jusn Chercon Gallery 1.turing

S6441 hr to sled Full benettle, no
esperienca needed Apply VAN.

third

and women a
B READ 6 ROSES BOOKSHOP --

GUARD

960 S First St . San Jo.e. 294.
2930 (3 blocks south 01 0280)

mas Santa Clare Call 727-9793

world.

HELP WANTED

Mcg

through job mperrance Part Ilme
&

time position.

ACCOUNTANTS ON CALL, 2635 N Ist St ,

S.L1

4324068

ACTIVISTS!. MAKE SSSI Makes differ
enCe. regleter DEMOCRATS to

Blvd

AWINIT NerDED FOR LOGO typing
Pleeille bring portofollo Eras. call
Jim et 379472’2
MACK

TO SCHOOLIIIIIIIIIII11111111111
Back to Worlittlffiffillffilffiffitffiffir
Greet lo0 opportunity for return.
Ing students Pan lime iob seek
ere etc *ern top dollar doing telemarbefIng for No Cant largest
merapeper
Flexile* hours for
flexible

people.

ell

WWI.

3212 Scott
between Olcon 6 San To-

SUNDAY CUSTODIAN for downtown
church Ws 6.1 PM, Sunday

TEACHERS PRESCHOOL

Fetended
day 12-0 PM deity Atust have ECF
Cali
units. good my Mneflts
TODAY 723-9360

UNLIMITED INCOME. choose your
hours Work from horn. Help
temlly A friends get well. & gain
energy. slamin, & mentel
No sop med. Mr Hardy 0 30-

Call

today 370-0098."
CAMPUS remmarch office need. 20 hr
11111111111, student *library beck ’VIM/ Call W.Oy 924.1435.

CASEIN

OIWORTUNITYI. SI. your
OVNI multi ilm Ineurence agency
410 tie S30,000 guer.t. Com.

VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION hos
F T opening tor s receiving clerk
1 yr rnetorial ImmIlIng experience
required Must have valid driv
er’s license and de &bk. to Oft 60
lb. Cali (415)493-1800 .145
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE Dry has
FT PT opening on weekend shift
tor en autornmed aquiPmenl
*or Req.. 1.3 yrs E M aseemtiy experience or equIvilent ED In
science computer knowledge.
U S Olean Call 415-493-1800

E’ ’ -

- .
g

AIR
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Ilir
i
-144 c.I. I
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AO,

.

CM 2654130. 2831 Meridian Ave .
SJ
WAITRESS NEEDED JAPAN TOWN
Neboi Metonym* COW-SIMS

Mtley 371-4143

WEEKENDER.

IMMO The HYATT SAN JOSE Ite

haelthy.

now." 405 E Santa Clara St at
9th. mil 995-0488 We speak Vietnam., Spanish & Chino.
NEED CASH FOR COLLEGE, Financial aid from the private sector is
reoverwhelmingly
neglected
At Scholestic Coneul
lente we neve the resources to
into the prIvery sec tap
YOu
!Or tor finencial aid No merger
source

what your grades are or whirl your
Income is we can find firrync11
aid sources for which you are
qualified We guarantee II’ Cell or

PERSONALS
yOU Can survive morning race 3
days in
row
Hugs & kisses.
your NOVELTY

t. 335 S Baywood Ave
San
Jo., call 247.7486 for appointment

SISOhr

M

omelet

ecltve <Ambled grad
ehrdent WM morning routim WIN
train, 3542716

Gene Mahoney

EA/
PAYS...

RO/

Home On The Range
so you GiOT
f9A,TE Cs FOR
pumpw6 Twor.A.4

phone 243-3964

IN SPARTAN
ciTY, EH?
1

i’ll ’/ o

end
Clear

techniques

YOU
WHAT Do
..,........,
MEAN svuln ..
c4oNT TNE
TENANTS

PHONE

l

FREE HAIRCUT MODEL S NEFOED.
Mafer-Fernele.M.Thffiust be open
minded Metro Hair al 279-9694
FUN - EXCITEMENT Are you s female who entoys this, You hon
eat, I rn 5’9 . brown nalr blue
eyes. 144 pounds. eppoorance
pleasing Reply to mid. 929 in
verness Way, Sunnyvale
CA

PHONE SERVICE WITHOUT your own
phone, Easy with AMVO X 24 hr
mes.ging .rvicer Perfect for
sororities & fraternities
common interest groups
for singles Call 993.3711
PROFESSIONAL

f3-., i
,..

94087

’
.7
e_ -74i
I%

’i’’

outings,
Wednesday
"Lunch and Morn," discussions.
Israeli crancing, and much more,
For Info call HILL EL at 2944311
I’d Ilhe to meet

witty. vivocious. altruistic woman I’m an occasionally cherming, busy 27 yr. old

enjoy claque comer . books. MOOigliant foreign films & cu...

..*\.409VA%

less wealthy. exquiste & horny)
Attempt et friendehlp,, P 0 B
160103. Cupenino. Ca 95016

music’

WENDY." WIll y. be my DATE for
ItHr SIGMA
ALPHA
EPSILON
pledge dance"
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christlen Center Sunday LUTHERAN 10 45
am CATW)L IC 6 30 pm and 8 00
prn Nee. call CAMPUS MINISTFIY st 298-0204 for worship,
counseling progrems end study
opportunities

Rev
Pesten.
Shrr.. Wither Sob I age, Sister
Judy Ryan. Rev Norb

Productions

able

JULIE

3862 Pamela WOrd end More
ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT. Academic
word processing our specialty
Guaranteed letter quality eccu
recy Fro. disk storage proofing
ReasonabM rates We re tasi.dopendabho.grarnmardsperlenced
college grads.. call us with papers.reports. Ihe.s (esp SCI.
ENCErartc et 2510449
PROFESSIONAL
ACADEMIC
AND
*Ord processing Years of omen
en. serving SJSU faculty and
students HP imager outpur Ail
work guaranteed Minutes from

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING 15
years eporience Group papers.
thews a specialty Student dia.
count end fr. disk storage Cell
24 hrs 923-8461-Chrystal-North
San Jose

Youth

EURAIL pewee student
tours. <Amount sir tickets. hotel
reservations. etc FREE ticket delivery on campus 335 S ltth SI .
977-0799

ACCURACY ASSURED

Profession*

Word Processing The... papers. resumes and dissertations
Ali of your business or medernic
need. Serving Evergreen. SSJ &
few minutes from SJSU Student
rates

TYPING

Cell

mailable

Maureen

eiosi 224-0852. 9am to 8prn

CASA- ACCURACY. ACHIEVEMENT.

1

Only 12

CIl newt Meer.
time Wore the rush. 1408) 946.

739-0736 or (800)648-1661
WITH

Student discount

rninUteSwy

campus. call PJ et 9212309

AlFit INF COUPONS WANTED United
Bonus Travel tickets. Western
extra tickets or others WIll pay up
to S350 each (Caine) Cell (9161

Andl

urge for understanding. for being
there. for loving mo Most of all
KURT. i thank God for you Yours

Mien&

TRAVEL

Mee

SNOOKS" THANK YOU for the mos

perlenced with school reports.
Mese.. transcription. and group
Delivery.
protects
Pick Up &
Grammer Check Editing avail-

by

.nsitive touch A variety
of piens lo choose from all re.
sombly priced
13. APPOINT
MENT (406)259-5941

TRAVELS

PATTI PROWELLER," Tonlght you
escape from the 01 Lel s have
fun In S F THE CAVEMAN

JOCKEY

with

big sisters Melts.. Cecile Julie.
Monica. Robin. Arm, I .h. .....

MEG
I
DEB
LOOKING FORWARD to
SIG
TIME Low. hro short men trMh
1110 Merle

Ouick turnaround All work guar
*Med Thanks
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every Ilme.

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KUZIRIAN" Drylinctiver portraiture

KAPPA DEL TA PLEDGES love their

LISA LACONIA" Happy mrly 22nd
B IRTHDAY. pal. Where did I leave
my finger" Love OW017011_01

ACCOUNTABILITY.
ACK NOWL
EDGEABLE In typing Mat a tops
trust Tony 2942087
ThaMs
SI 50 per page double spaced
Avallsbie sm. deys weekly

see. call or wiry VIKTOR lInd
dist, ) at SH 211. M -F P 0 Box 9.
S J 95103-0009 or 270-3774 7.11
PM Unique bus poly fundraiser

Ten. Joan. N.M. Heidi. Ronnie
Joni, Alison, Valerie. Sue, Janne,
Spunky. Kathy. Carol. Rath &

*PA FORMAT. term paper. rhesis wet

tortes Lot me poorrynontly remove your unwanted hair (chin.
bikini tummy, moustache. offil
15 percent discount to irtudente
end ’acuity Call before December
31.1107 and gel your first spy, at
1 2 price "Unwanted Holt Di.ppeers With My Clore

Gwen Charl.

corned 10 years typing word processing experience. ketlei quelity
printing Very competitive rates
and fast turn around available
Students rec.. discount Ac
ryas Date. 261.4982 - wk for Te.

e re -local piCk-up and

delivery

I

SIONAL TYPING & buslmss.r.
vices Fast r.sonable & near unl.
versify CO1408)292-4047

svelte.. 866-6960
IN NEED of quality word processing,
Try Jenny s wOrd prmessing

TERM

P APE RS.RE SUME S.’
Need
help, Call S 0 S " Group pro.
imt. town**. ssays. misc
reports Fre. spelling check Latter
Manly printer
1.1.umes
cover letters for 1986 summer In.

service town papers. reports.
sil done efficiently 997
says

rfula

9202

TERESA
HILL SANTA
At OSSOM
area Fast. granny typing find
word processing of your resume.
Academic or business needs
AvellebN
week

seven

days

LUCID ENTERPRISES

anordiffile
student writing aseistance. edit.
mg word processing typing Min

365-1012

pers. group protects. theses. etc
Profossloml word processing.
tr. disk storage Ouick return...
work guaranteed Coesetle tran

torn.hips and ell lob career op.
portunities
Competitive rat.
Also offer typing ncl WP training

utes from school Pick-up end delivery. too’ Give your papers that
prof...tonal touch Call today to

a

CAt I LINDA TODAY’ Avoid Ow rush.
Reserve now for your term pa.

...roe your time

individual Instruction with cr.rienced teacher
Sunnyvale

2514665

NEED THAT FORGOTTEN rimer typed
first, el me help’ S2 pg. Obi op
Resumes are S5 pg I m on rym.

TYPING,

4504

296. 7390
WORD EXPERTISE Word processing
thesis dls.nation manuscript
English
French
Spanish Cali

timely product.. of newsletters.
reports. resumes. publication..
manuscripts.
correapondence.
etc WIII aid In gramme.. spebing

371.8220
WORD PROCESSING’ Students. In.
structors. waif business Term

For prompt. 7 day
Wave message for

punctuation
reeponea.

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
madernic. buslmss. legal word

Pemeht

pavers. thews resumes. manuals. dissenations mass mailing.
spell check. etc
R.somble
rims Coil K & R
SK TOP SERVICES
274-7562 I
prck up

latys) 200- 1821

processing needs TO. papers.
reports. resumes. cover letters
group protects. manuals. theses.
dryeartations etc All ocademic
APA Fr. disk stor
formats

RESUMES. PAPERS. WORD PRO
CESSING’ Fast turnaround Essy
price Call PARTL
YOURS 378.

punctuation and
age. SPE L CHF
grimmer assistence All work
quenelle. Prof...lone!. quick &
dependable service al AFFORDA
BLE RATES.’ Call Parn st 247
2681 (SANTA CLARA) Further

RESUMES

3706

& delivery
WRITING

&

WORD

WORD PROCESSING

students and
leculty Convenient kKallOn off I.
eigh S2 slendard double
space pogo Cell Linda at 99110764

PROCESSING’ 35 yews roper,
Student Discounts Cor.r
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A Macintosh’
personal comi,
puter and an
Apple ImageWriter ll printer will save you
hot ws of time. Not to mention gallons of
correctioll fluid and tvatns of raper
And, if you buy Ixth now, the first
ream of paper you will swe will have a

lovely geen glow with Preside! its on it.
You’ll save a btridle of cash when
you purchase an ImageWriter II printer
along with your choice of a Macintosh SE
or a Macintosh Plus.
Either way you’ll be able to turn
out beautifully wtitten and beautifully
printed papets. And we’ll even try to help

you with a variety of filial-Icing options.
We feel compelled to tell you,
though, that a deal like this can’t last forever*
So ifs a good idea to see your campus
microcomputer center today And join the
paper conservation movement.
Ate power to be your best-
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Backstage
SJSU’s
fall play
Inside:
*Cher
*Nick
Nolte
*Timothy
Hutton
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Around Campus
What do you think is the worst
advertisement on televsion today?

Spuds Macken/ie. She’s
an ugly dog and it’s a stupid
commercial.
Day id Serna
sophomore
finance

There’s one %%hoe a man
is talking about funs y oil can
judge a %simian hs her undersx cal I don’t think women
should he tudged by their MIderwear
Judy Reynolds
Clark librarian

Entertaining Thoughts
Tune in
/ hate commercial,
k id, nothing
When I
got me angrier than v.. hen a
conunercial came on during "The
Brady Bunch.’ or "Bewitched."’
Maybe it was because of the kinds
of comIllerCials that ran.
Remember the "Ginsu"
knife advertisement’?
"How much would you pay
for the knife’? Don’t answer! We’ll
also throw in a set of steak knives
and a potato peeler. Now how
much would you pay?
This was the time I would
use to go into the kitchen for a
Scooter Pie and a glass of KoolAid.
But things have changed.
realiie ads relay messages
most Americans don’t knov, exist
I hase listed commercial.
could he included this category
and I have ventrrred to guess what
the message,
’Kentucky Fried Chicken
Thr, .1 cartoon ss here Foghorn
I cello’ tonne, Is of "The Bugs
[limns Daft!. Duck Comedx
limn.- is telling millions or
mei ix ails to bus Kentucks. Fried
(111, ken because ss
W. I I
’Willi la, [n. and TILT, It’S
11,1..111’2 :2111),I

It’s the (’hampion Spark
l’Iug commercial v.. hoe the
ate lumping out ot an engine. looking like spa’ k plugs.
It s s, stupud I hate it
Forrest I.ee
sophomore
finance

What is the logic hehind the
concept ot an osergrinxii rooster
selling fried chicken’? It’s
cannibalistic
The message: take my, wife.
please.
The Energizer A bulging
blond balloon with an Australian
accent sings something about
energiiing himself. Usually . I
find an Australian accent sexy It
brings Mel Gibson or Paul Hogan
wants to tum her office into a
to mind. but this guy babbling
nursery.
annoying.
The message: take an aspirin.
The message: buy liveready.
have a baby.
instead.
oRobitussin Cough Syrup
Massengill Douche A
"I’m not a doctor, but I play one
mother and daughter are sharing
on TV," says ex-f)r. Cliff Warner
an intimate moment and the
of "All My Children’ standing at
daughter brings up a "female
a medicine cabinet filled with
issue. ’ This commercial was
bottles of cough syrup. What the
created by men. Nlothers and
hell kind of logic is that?
daughters do trot sit around and
talk about feminine hygiene
Just because he plays a
products. It’s just not a topii: of
doctor doen’t give him any more
conversation.
credibility to prescribe medicine
The message: Try and work
out problems in a mother-daughter than Bill Cosby has to deliver a
baby.
relationship by talking about
douche.
The message: trusting an
tnacin A professional actor too much could lead to
look ing :Ample are fighting He
something drastic. He could
wants to base k
Nile rm.( rlot
become President.
promoted. She complains she has
Deborah J. Kaplan is the
a headache. She takes the pain
Entertainment Editor.
relicet . ond all of a stidden

F...REALLY
SOMETIMES WHEN I FEEL
LONELY, I GET

TEMPTED TO BUY ONE OF
TI4OSE ’GIRLIE MAGAZINES...

Deborah J. Kaplan

8UT I NEVER DO. I KNOW
DEEP DOWN IT WILL ONLY
MAKE PIE FEEL WORSE.

uP "

QES/KES

I hate Tom Campbell He
Ile hung, drawn and
quartered. They should throw
the bloody remain. out to a
school of freivied sharks.
Rick Dirck
senior
to
o--

Entertainer
The Entertainci ,upplcment is an arts entertainment
guide that appear, cach Thursday in the Spartan Daily.
Editor
Deborah J. Kaplan
Photo Editor
Michael Burke
Special Sections Manager
Cheryl Chaffin
Assistant Photo Editor
Brad Mangin

Cover Photos
Brad Shirakawa
Stan Baran and director Theresa Larkin evaluate a
rehearsal for "The Winter’s Tale."

I THINK IT’S BEST
TO READ SOMETHING
T HAT HAS A POSITIVE
INFLUENCE ON ME !

IS THAT WHY YOU READ
THE MLNTET MAGAZINE.

YEAH... BUT
I ONLY
BUY IT
FOR THE
ARTICLES
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Reel Life: Movie Reviews

Hutton, McGillis angelic in ’Heaven’
By Holly Olsen
Dad), staff writer
Director Alan Rudolph’s film
"Made In Heaven." is a fresh approach to the life -after-death
issue.
Rudolph depicts his version
of heaven as "a place where the
future is born." It is a world
where latent talents come alive.
imaginations flourish and telepathic communications are a reality.
In a black and white 1940s
setting, Timothy Hutton, as lead
character Mike Shea, has just died
while saving a family from
drowning. By performing such a
"Christian-like" act he has ui,knowingly bought his ticket to
heaven’.
But death isn’t so had. Hutton is warmly greeted by his (lead
Aunt Lisa Maureen Stapleton)
who attempts to comically ..onvince Mike that lie’s "kicked tlie
bucket. bought the farni . .
face it pal. you’re dead
While Aunt I .isa helps Mi)
adjust to his new life in heaven ae
,ne.ets his soul mate. Annie Pack
ert (Kelly McGillis). Annie is a
new soul, born in heaven. an
angel in streetclothes. According
Title: Made in Heaven
Starring: Timothy Hutton,
Kelly McGillis
1Hrected by: Alan Rudolph
; rade: +
Rating: PG
Novi Playing:
Six in San Jose. Cc),
Mountain View

to Rudolph she is "the essence of
purity and innocence.
McGillis has said the experience of playing a new soul is not
unlike playing any new role she
encounters as an actress.
"One has to totally immerse
oneself in this new characterization. rather than being able to ride
on past laurels.’ McGillis said.
’The film immediately deals
with questions that most of us are
curious atiout like where do we go
when we die’? What happens to
In Made In Heaven," death
is a new beginning where one
ris.,:s to a higher entity and gtows
in closer proximity to discovering
a more perfect world. The heavenly scenario is a blatant reminclei
(il the redundant consciousness
groups th.? found home during
the blis And ()Ails 10s era. Where
o
ot thought was it) go
the
hex tit, the superficial mawr iu
s b
born and enter the
In keeping with the times.
Rudolph goes so far as to cast
singer/songwriter Neil Young in
the film as well as his niusic i’u
dolph believes "Young was an influential part of that era.’’
Several other famous names
not known for their great acting
abilities are also cast members.
Joining Young are rocJ star., Pic
Oc:o’ek and Tom Petty, and making his first film debt.: is cartoonist Gary Larson ("The Far
Rudolph’s version of hezven
is characterized by a soft -focus
I w
cl kin
tl

l’imothy Hutton and Kelly McGillis discuss their predicament in ’Made in Heaven’
seaport city, Charleston, S.C.
Charleston is an old middleAmcrican town lacking the characteristics of a modern-day city.
According to Rudolph. "It
archnectto ally correct and
put . ttr my veision ol downtown
.11. It’s a place where the
b.’. .tints, are impressive not op,
WLS

Cleatill

I

an expel 1.7
tig! t .,i,

lotthlY

1110fL

as a distraction to Rudolph’s characters and probably wouldn’t fit in
with the theme.
The film is meant to be a
"good old-fashioned love story"
and does nothing short of leaving
even the most insensitive audience
with a lump in the throat and a dry
mouth.
Lots of love -story cliches are
!lung at the audience but an ex
..Lptional cast such as McGilli
and Hutton are able to pull it Mt
,-,alion. resembles a Lek. il.1

’The I3ook of Questions’
gets conversations roiling
By Dave Lansun
Daily staff writer
Given lire choh,
one in the world.
YOU Want as lour am%
yOUr dos( trio;

,

.

lover?
That question is pertect
for starting a discussion P. liaS
long been said that tl., " an’’
conversation is either dead or
in critical condition. becaus.! of
the many pastimes that voinpete with it.
It’s sito1,1; etb
re,.’
,, the
video cassettc
ies or listen to deaf,triing rock
%lands than it is to exercise ,,he
intellect by eonve; mg vt
friends and family.
One of the roadblock),, to
good conversation is (diet.
lack of a good topic Too itt:Iny
people shy away from two of
the hest subjects -- religion
because they
and politics
tend to lead to heated arguments.

cool. has ’i,
I.eolished that
i
.
,
ward conversatio,
ji
.. sioing
parties or when
around the local pu": 4ualfing
some alcoholic refreskinents.
"The Book of Qucstions.
by Gregory Stock is .rin abso
lute must for thos;. wild enjoy
tat kling quest;ori of etnicl..
moralay and even cons:7ience.
Thc holt( features 167 questions that ::Aft .ipark dv.,iy talks
)1.)/1
!t.
they, are people ;II the

.W01.1;t:

y111

accept $1
t.toutitr:;
foot in it

ILave.
nnrt never step
agata’
"11 vou vz..1-.? to die this
evening with no opportunity nt
cominunicate with anyone,
whin would you most regret
not having told someone? Why
haven’t you told them yet’!"
be
$50,(100
"Would

iininey to induce y,)i. to
healthy pei to the
tak a
sleep?"
vet to oe put
’ )). you add use a voodoo (loll to inal anyone yin,
choose, would you?’.
The book of Questions"
is filled with potential conver
sation-startert. Some Lan be
answered witn straight yes nu
arswers, but in the preface
Stark encourages readers to
delve into talking about
situation Ind to exchange ideas
anci motives Mr each perso.i
answe
1 he int.’llt:caial :01111.1i I
tion deriv,NI from good cony, r
saber, is valuable and lie.
essary for most people. f here
Me times when it is imperatise
to turn off the radio or tele). ision and tap the brains of a
few friends. And "The Book
of Questions’ helps turn on the
faucet.

Timothy Hutton

being with his baby-face and
youthful aura and McGillis with
her sleepy bedroom eyes is also
the celestial type.
Mike and Annie Jre believable because they have what most
of us mil% dream of, the perfect
romance.
Rut reality thrives everywhere. including in heaven.
Something that good can’t be attained that simply
Annie must
e
life on
earth before she car marry Mike
Mike, convinced that he can’t lis.
anoth,
without her. goe.. back
life on eanh in scarch of Annie.
"The man in ...hinge" allows
him to go undo the condition thut
neither of them will remembei
anything they’ve experienced in
hcaven and they must find each
other within 30 years or they will
never meet again and neither ot
them will eye’ he. truly happy.
Mike and Annie’s earth -lives
are a series ot tine\ enttul scenes
and it appears it is III this area that
Rudolph lacks direction and ability it) keep the audience’s interest.
Faith is only a mundane void in
which \ like and Annie till time.
Although
In
Hem en" is entitled "a romantic, timedy .’
find, :1)Ort. tweet’s in
aw ing tears than laughs.

esc

illiNCE YOUR Bi Fir

at

E4WFIV

BLUiS CAFE
S COUPON NO COVER MON-THURS.
3439 Stet.ci,% f reek Blvd.
Mountain
Sat, Jost.
(408) 243-6441
1(415) 968-2277
rtn. View Shopping Center Bet. Winchester San roma
Must be at least 21

II 165

rt famim Ilea!
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Above, Nlichael Barnard, a professional actor, leads the cast of "The Winter’s Tale’ in warm
tip exer cises. Barnard is the guest choreographer

Novonher 12, 1987
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infer dal

Photos by
Brad Shirakawa
Understudy Mary Ann Evans, a junior drama major
studies her lines as the character Hermione.

for SJSU’s production the of the Shakespearean play.
See story. page 6

Mark Masoni, a theatre arts junior, assembles the head of a grizzly bear

Thursday. November 12. 1987
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Theater Reviews

Reel Life: Movie Reviews

Shakespeare comes to SJSU
in ’The Winter’s Tale’
By Karen M. Derenzi
Daily staff writer
As the days grow shorter and
the weather turns colder, the SJSU
Theatre Department will present a
fitting play for the season.
The curtain goes up for William Shakespeare’s "The Winter’s Tale" Friday night at 8 p.m.
in the University Theatre.
Director Theresa Larkin approached the play as a learning experience for the actors and actresses.
"We did a great deal of training," she said. "We got a sense
of what to do in a Shakespearean
play."
To ....is’ thc performers.
host
e perts
Larkin brolielit
on the pial. or Sti’.
1,...enido
Ne.11
,’,S
tiotial Si. dkeNpetil
YOH.

frOM
IMide

I

/V

titidt

rill’

and

,tt .

t.t-

more :AN At: ot the ’anguage
play.
"He Le) ed into mut h more
formal deliery ." Larkin said.
"The students were fascinated
ith the man and what he was teaching."
"The Winter’s Tale" also
has an international flair contributed by set designer Martin Baird. a retain defector from Czechoslovakia His sets are "simple and
elegant
od R.+ iriikins in the
TheatiL
1Vparinient.
Jia’. I hinbai. Santa Clara
,io or,
in as a r ’uction lio4ory
wri.
uric]
S!.
book
!he %mei
.,.
the t-asi 1, k,.fari
.11 equit .piest
SiCeUkil
from keit leN. in the role ot
Piatoii poi
LeonlcIle. Queen If..e:.1.1,,ii.
as theii dung!
le,.

the

Hohe ;

king. is played by Kurt Meeker
and his son. Florizel. is played by
Charles McKeithan.
Greg Bawdon portrays Camillo. Leontes’ best friend. and
Fluffy Davis plays Paulina. Hermione’s best friend.
One of Shakespeare’s last
plays, "The Winter’s Tale" has
two different settings: the kingdoms of Sicily and Bohemia.
The play starts in Sicily at the
castle of King Leontes, who in a
fii of rage has accused his wife of
infidelity’. He orders that her newborn child he taken away and
killed
(
later does he realize his
mistake
The ,e;_;11i.1 ’,Alit: begins 16
.
1,1A1 .; 13;11;;’11:;.; \\ here the
ism!
VII, ;1;1N +111A .!il
lesii
son of
1-11e1,11,ir I
l;,; fallen in
.se.i !tit her.
The king forbids the couple’,
love. so Ole\ dee 1101111 BOherilla
Otri:01.11,4 SICIIN
It is there that the pair’s destiny awaits.
Many elements of Shakespearean plays can be found in
"The Winter’s Tale": the madness of "Othello." the passionate
love of "Romeo and Juliet." the
romance and comedy of "A Midsummer Night’s Dream" and the
joyous reunion ot fi,;; R. ie.
The pl iy run, !,,,%. 13. 14,
!g. 14. 20 ,1
.1 he phi)
rriday the 13th
opcning is not a concern.
"I don’t think anyone is even
Waking about it,- Jenkins said.
We
enough problems in
his himioneous
.s; s oiti, opened
contintw to be
!.,;;11 ; to 3 p in.. e scrip on
;ri it will he ()pen

Berenger n unusual ‘ec,i1

’Sicilian’ brings folk hero to life
By Hans Ingebretsen
Daily statf write’
Director Michael Cimino
has constructed a dark. lush
film out of the bones of a dead
bandit who captured the hearts
of much of the Sicilian peasantry during the late 1940’s.
The movie chronicles the real life career of Salvatore Guiliano, whose life was one ot
bloody dominance and swift
retribution set against the backdrop of the hills of western Sicily.
A folk hero to some. a
brutal renegade to others. Guiliano lived a criminal life in
which loyalty to his demands
was paramount. No ita imam
Illowed,
from his iirders V,
and those who crosse,; lion met
with savage deaths. 1 le. is tht.
kind ot stuff that makes tor a
good ni.is ie. full of whizzing
bullets and bodies wrenched
into horrible positions a, they
die.
’rhe screenpiii
taken
:min Mario Ptizo., hest -selling
novel. The Sicilian. and. like
other fiim renditions of Puzo’s
work. it is a story of death and
honor, full of galantry and
gore.
’’’fhe Sicilian" ()pens
with Guiliano’s death, and pro-

cccds to follow the circumstances that led up to it. During
his initiation into criminal life.
the audience is shown Guiliano
discussing the Nikki; of power
with a priest. Guiliano draws
four circles in the dirt. Pointing
to the first three circles, he aknowledges the three powers in
Sicily: the government. the
church and the Mafia. "Which
will you join?" asks the priest.
"None,’’ he replies. "I am
Guiliano."
It is this kind of Christ-asavenger persona that sustains
the bandit leader thoughout his
adventures. and which creates
the larger-thaielife kind of
character ,troilifil which leg.
ends grow
The title role is
with d quiet Mien- to,
v. ho
Christopher Lambert,
previous’)
starred
"Greystoke,"Higldwid,,
and ’Subway.’’ The fd Lambert is fast dc..,.
;
a following of swine!,
impres.ed with his
good looks. He has one oi the
riermi
most unusual fac .s
today. with pierting cy es set
beneath a prominent brow
ridge that almost makes him
look Cro-Magnon.

Title: The Sicilian
Starring: Christopher Lambert. Barbara Sukowa
Directed by: Micheal Cimino
Grade: B
Rating: R
Now Playing: Century 24 in
San Jose. Century Cinemas
10 in Mountain View

Surrounding him is a cast
of fine actors who. though
sometimes given to overdramatization. deliver highly believable pertOrmances. John Turfirst
Guiliano’,
,P;
lieutenalit is particularly remarkable This is the perfor
.hai could bleak tiiin
4e, and greater ;reint() lai

"The Sicilian.’ is as much
about the politics
pov, er and
dominance as it is about a
gang,ter Betrayal, intrigue.
manipulation and brute tOrce
arc the tools used as the foui
power structures - - the State.
the Church. the Mafia and Guiliano. engage in a deadly
dant e .

Nov.
open
show
trom

on’’

I (
; ’. (A!’
; tvooundi ; ; the trouolea
the
After
tar in "Tli,.
Chill" and
xlr Goodb
’ Lookim
rock star-iunied-teacher
Tom Berenver became a hot 1,,
the Cruisers
A
in the film world Then
a rough came with
eve;
breathtaking swiftness,
.. lei
awarti-nominated
siopped.
,he scarred Sgt. Barnes
tnies i
"A couple id
1.; 11i11‘11...
money."
time didn’t make
the actor recalleti. "I had probAfter "Platoon." Flollywo/
lems with agents and managers:
didn’t feel they were doing their naturally wanted ill CLISI Berfrigrl
itib. I finally. left their, but nbt in other combat movies. !Ie .1 cliried.
lVa!: re’.zeptivi
,;;
...00n enough.
"I knew cumuli. -,e.a)le who reoor W.ille Scott oftereil him
Inc
had casi me in lead
and good
supporting role, ’,cool’: I had
in
Wince. I
not the usual cop
even entertained
lt..renger said. "Although
walked into their offices al Naa
Oat.. it’s not in thc tra
York. ara: it was like si ante ei
gene’ lc detective sense.
oyer again. I Itxiked aroune the
Popeye 13oyle in ’The French
room, and I didn’t see any actop 1
Connection. "Those are good
recognized. After waiting d
hour. I returned the script. and movies. but our picture is a differsaid, ’I don’t think I’ll do this ent angle on the policeman’s life
more on the domestic life. parttoday.’
After a two-year layoff. Be- ners. bosses. etc "

Christopher Lambert marries Giulia Boschi in Michael Cimino’s ’The Sicilian’
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Film focuses on prison playwright

Nick Nolte portray’s Lee linastetter, a com icted armed robber who redeems himself’ through his w riling.

Nolte gives fine performance in poorly written film
Ity Richard Molroni
Daily stall writer
One of the major displeasures in going to a movie is seeing
an excellent actor waste a grand
perfonnance hy inept writting and
directing
\k’eeds is a film that sadly
suffers t loin this disease.
Nick Nolte gives one of the
hest poi romances of a verv colortul career. but the script and direc
tion is so incredibly. weak that it
drags the till» into an ally ss
Nolte plays Lee t ’instettei. a
icted alined robber v.ho is
....mug a lite sentence in S:111
1)11011111 Prison with no possibility
of parole
to get through the prim of
prison lite Linstetter reads classii.
literature. This gives him the
inspiration to write a play about
Cill1Cd ’’Weeds’’.
In hope of getting his play off
the ground. Unistetter assembles ,o
cast of prisoners that includes his
.....
-

roommate. Claude (Lane Smith).
a con% icted murderer. Bagdad
(Ernie Hudson). an ex -pimp. Navarro (John Toles -Bey) and a
shoplifter (Bill Forsythe).
The pia) is hit among the
prisoners and gets the attention of
Lillian Bingington (Rita Tagged).
a San Francisco newspaper critic
who works towards Untstetter’s
release.
Once out of prison. Umstetter reunites his ...1st and takes his
play. on the road. performing on
college campuses
Atter months it had struggle
that ’minded the 10... of NaVilITO
a i:11 crash. l’instetter and his
troops (wally succeed in getting
the pia) on Broadway
There’s no question that the
t I iir’s strength lies totally with the
strong performances by the lead actors.
Ernie Hudson (who gamed
fame in "Ghostbusters iias an
incredibly strong presence as the

mixed-up killer Bagdad. No matter where Hudson iS 011 the screen.
he w ill command ),irtir full attention
Bill Fru sy the (Once Upon
On A Time in America"). is both
laughable and touching as the insecure shoplifter. Burt. while
John Toles -Bey who plays Navarro is intriguing to watch.
Even with a line-up of great
performance the film’s problem
is the coinhination of rotten script
and pathetic directing..
The screenplay 1-, Dorothy
Tristan and John Hancock suffers
from a lack of clear thinking about
the material their whiting.
None (it’ the angry cont Iowa non screens between Nolte and
the prisoners or Taggart are well
thought out. but seemed too hastily piece together. which end up
coil% iction nor feeling.
ha% ing
lhill
and
Hancock never give the viewer the
feeling of how prison
rots the

soul of those who I iy L. in them
Atx)ve all, the writers don’i
giveNtilte’s character any depth.
The viewer has no under
standing of why Nolte decides to
start reading classic literature after
two suicide attempts or why he
begins to write the play .
To add even inorv dam.q.a.
there’s a scene where Nolte is
contemplating robbing a store
This a waste of tinie bccause the
scene is so brief and so poorly
thought out. It is the only him:
where Nolte seems to be going
back to his former profession
After doing a botched up job
with Tirstan. hov. could John
Hill11.01:k hint the moy ie more By
being the I
dilector and proy ing to the world that he’s inept in
rihr
two things instead
I lancock does seem to have a
single clue as to where the camera
shoukl he for the important shots.
of
The
aspect
saddest
"Weeds’ is that it completly

Title: Weeds
Starring: Nick Nolte
Directed by: John Hancock
; rade: C
Rating: R
Now
ing: Cinema 150 111
JOSe
ruins an outstanding elloo Ir.
Nolte. who gives one of his finest
performance.
Nolte is such a fine talent that
his reaction in eYery situation his
aocr erre. through seems to
he NI mstino
\hoe all. Nolte is so professional in his ahility that he’s enmem to %%.11,.11 on the screen.
v.hich makes the flaws in
’Weeds’’ ey en more tragic.
The actois should haYe highest compliments Tristan and Hancock should lx sentences tor lite
imprisonment with no possibility
ot pai rile for murder of a movie in
the tirst degree.
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Cher shows acting diversity
in suspense-thriller ’Suspect
Hy Date 1.ansion
Daily statt wraer
()illy so often a film is released that doesn’t eater to the
highest conunon denominator. a
film that dares to go against the
norm and simply tells a story
In "Suspect director Peter
Yates r .1heaking AA:o
has
created a tilm that both absorbs
the Vlev,ei and v,eares a compelling story ot in\ stery and ’milder
that would lea\ e Sherlock Holmes
on the edge ot his seat
Cher, %yin, surprised many
with excellent performances in
"Silkwood." "%task" and to a
lesser degree. "The Witches ot
F.astwick." doesn’t have a yery
demanding role in "Suspect...
She play s Kathleen Riley. an
Washington. I) (’
ilerworkell
public defendei assigned to de
fend a deaf mote. homeless Viet
nam veteran accused ot the brutal
murder ot a Justice Department
secretary
When the ease oink.. to trial.
Fddie Sanger Dennis Quaid 1. a
(.apttol Hill 1’4 I\\ Is’ \\ ho ieser
as a Jur\ menthe’. takes more than
a passing inteiest in the details ot
the clam,: Ile notices crucial detail which Riley merlooks. contacts her, and then the pair team
to find
albeit illegally
up
the real murderer.
During Rile) and Skinger’s
estigation of the minder. the
siev.ei is glyen a realistic and
overall depiessing picture ot the
plight ot the homeless in the nation’s capital
When Saneer looks tot clues
at the ’milkier site on the shore id
the Potomac Roe’. he discoyers
the first 11111, that ihe minder may
be linked to someone high up in
the goveniment.

9

aspect
It’s hard I() tell \\
of the film pro \ ides mote tension:
whether they %ill diseoyer who
the real killer is, or Yhether the
judge will find out that Riley. has
been communicating with a standing juror, which constitutes jury
1
tampering and is grounds .01 kJ.
harment.
The f ilm almost gi \ es itself
avtay in the course of Me story
( hie of. the characters is so antagoIlislIC to Riley’s actions that the
iot.er suspects he is either in\ olve\I %MI the murder or is just a
media stereotype of his profession.
Both Quaid and (’her are adequate in then roles. Neither character demands an) hard-line acting. The Lliernistry hemeen them
IS nothing six...Demi:Ir. but with
Rim line. estahlished perhirmers
playing ordinary people. the audience is alloy, e\I to tollom. the story
and ft!. to solve the m siely
Director Yates does kno
hovi to tell a slot) Rattle’ than gc.
oIIIIIIg
htTyed dm%11 11)
lead
WI:111,011011p hCt %Veen Ile
characters. lie leak es out the
obligatory bedroom scenes and
sticks to the plot
The supportim.’ cast does its
’oh. although Joe \ lontegna is
%Yasted in a nothing tole as the
egotistical. ambitious district attorne Both 1 min Neeson
delelid,1111
IN,I111.1)lis
limited

JAM \1:111..11V

judge
toles

Mt:

1111C

.is
111

"Suspect" ts a fine thriller
There are no truly outstanding
performances, hut the acting is
good enough to make one torget
it’s a Win and lust get ITIS011ed
V.1111 the story line. (Mod films are
rale
especially these days
and "Suspect" is well voirth the
price of admission.

Left, Jon Cry er plays a 27-year-old who hides out as a I7-year-old high schooler, right

Hide out from new film
Ity Itave Lanson
staff wpm’
All too often

him \to ies ot this genre don’t
make you laugh or cry. they lust
keep You out ot trouble tot an
hour -and a halt
"Hiding Out i one such
t 11m. It’s labeled a "comedy drama," but it contains about the
same number of laughs as a Jerry
Lewis film testi% al and the same
dramatic effect as Adam West
reading the Rockford. III. phone
book.
The film simpls tells a story
that elicits absolutely no response
from the audience. In "Hiding
( hat." Jon Cryer ’Pretty
Pink
plays Arklreky \torenski. a
’7 .,....;11-,11(1 stockbroker V110 Is
danger of being rul\hed out I\ the
\Joh to pre \ ent his leslit!.
against the Kingpin V. IV, has heVit

There he shaYes his heard.
bleaches part tit his Ilan to look
inniket1 out and eYentually mas
querades as a 17 year -old student
al his cousin’s high s hool He
takes the name ot \la\ \\ ell
Houser.
It tins tilm is an :Memo tor
(’ryer to hreak ayykt) from teen
.112C Wles ,..11111e still apjvaling to
y kiting pekple. then he’s sa.11. oft -target
Cryer attempts to play both
an atlult and a teen-ager. Although
he gives an above -average performance. neither role requires much
range on the part of the actor.
Hiding (Art" doesn’t ykork
as a comedy because of the dearth
of laughs. The fey. instances that
dravk slight chuckles are excruciatingly rare.
For example. Vlorenski’s
cousin. an inept little mit named
Patrick ’played hy Keith Coogan.
li.11,S
Akhentures
c011st.11111, %Shine. 1111,,,,ghom
couple ’luminous
the Om. ha.
scenes hut comes across as gist

se11111!2

.111110)111g.

Datly

in

Hollyv,00d

the big studios make eomedies
that aren’t tutilo . dramas that
aren’t dramatic. and Musicals that
are aiithiiT hill musical
Noss Ve 11.1ke 111V story tellei

bonds
di, 1.111 ,werit assiglICti

hy
a shotgun blast intended lig him.
\ loiensk takes ott tor his aunt’s
[flak c out m the count’ y
1,101CL-1

!,!eis 1,1.,%%11.1V.;1

Why

.111..rliosvS11;11.1.1..n.A2
Moreliski become., ale big
man on :minus. i drafted to run
hit sem to? class president and wins
the heart ot thk: most popular girl
in school

Mork:n.41 tor \la). as he is
nim
v.ho m,as a teen-ager
during the Watergate scandal,
makes no secret of his disagreement.
"The man lied! He resigned
disgraceI he tells the teacher,
who gets quite upset and dismisses his iews because he is too
young to knov, the facts.
He then tries to calm her
adding that "yye’re all adults
here...
’Hiding Out" isn’t really a
had tilm. hut then again, it isn’t
really a good tilm
lust there,
like an erkisihle ink pen It’s something you don’t really need hut it’s
there to he used it 1,11 :Int
ThiS 111111 CI,IS. hilt
no one
should wadi it thes hae something holey to do lint "Hiding
()tit"doesn’t vkaste time; it only
kills it

(.1)er’s Lliarac

ler anent’s,’
sexuality class
ty Inch is discussing homosexual
. There he spots his culisiti \S
1.....VH1/..

...Ills h...1111
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